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A b stra c t
Generalised orthogonal frequency-division multiple-access (OFDM A) has been one of 
key air-interfaces for next-generation  mobile com m unication systems. A llocated pilot 
symbols play a key role for the  channel estim ation  and prediction th a t  is essential for 
the  design of OFDM A transceivers. In  th e  p as t years, pilot-assisted channel estim a­
tion (PACE) has received extensive investigations particularly  for the  downlink. M any 
classical PACE schemes have been developed together w ith the  pilot optim isation th a t 
minimises the  noise-induced channel estim ation  error. However, in uplink communica­
tions, where polynom ial in terpo lation  schemes are usually employed, the  interpolation 
error induced by th e  m ism atch betw een in terpolation  models and  actual channels often 
exists besides the  noise-induced error. Conventional PACE approaches assum e th a t 
the interpolation-error can be ignored. However, throughout the  investigation of this 
thesis, it was found the  in terpo lation  error could no t be com pensated by increasing 
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), m eanwhile it  could be the dom inative factor to  affect th e  
PACE perform ance in high-SN R or high-m obility environments. Therefore, investiga­
tion for uplink PACE by considering th e  interpolation  error becomes an  interesting 
issue, and it is addressed from the  following two aspects in this thesis:
First, it was found th a t in terpolation  errors could be m inimised via pilot placem ent 
optim isation. Therefore, th e  optim um  pilot placem ent for OFDM A uplink was investi­
gated for chunk-based system s, w here linear in terpolation is often employed for PACE. 
Two interesting results were fu rther found: 1. the pilot placem ent m inim ising th e  
linear in terpolation error is independent of channel environm ents under certain  con­
ditions; 2. th e  optim um  pilot placem ent is a  function of the  SNR. However, th e  best 
SN R-independent pilot placem ent offering th e  near-optim um  perform ance for practical 
system s were proposed.
Second, the  in terpolation error can also be  reduced by carefully designed in terpolation 
algorithm s. So, new PA CE approaches th a t  perform ed the  linear in terpolation  for the  
am plitude and phase respectively were proposed.
A nother investigated issue in th is thesis is th e  waste of channel-gain resource for 
OFDM A downlink w hen an O FD M A  system  is rich in pilots. In  th is scenario, an 
adaptive approach for jo in t placem ent of pilot and payload symbols was proposed to  
effectively improve the overall system  perform ance w ith  the  pay of channel estim ation 
perform ance.
K e y  words: OFDM A, C hunk, C hannel estim ation, In terpolation  error, P ilo t place­
m ent, Link adaptation , L inear in terpolation .
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Chapter
Introduction
O rthogonal frequency division m ultiple access (OFDM A) has been one of th e  key air- 
interface struc tu res for wireless com m unications. T he channel s ta te  inform ation (CSI) 
is dem anded for OFD M A  transceiver designs. In  practical system s, th is requirem ent 
is often im plem ented by employing th e  pilot-assisted channel estim ation (PACE). T he 
perform ance of PA CE relies on two issues, one is pilot-designs, e.g., th e  design of 
power, num ber and  placem ent of pilot symbols; th e  other is estim ation algorithm s, e.g., 
in terpolation  algorithm s. P ilo t designs are usually  related to the  estim ation  algorithm  
specified for certa in  com m unication environm ents. Generally, designs of PACE for 
OFDM A, particu larly  th e  em erging proposals such as chunk-based O FD M A  structu re , 
become very im portan t.
T he conventional investigation on PA CE m ainly focuses on m inim ising noise-induced 
error. However, in some scenarios, e.g., O FD M A  uplink, the  in terpolation  error in tro­
duced by th e  m ism atch between in terpolation  models and actual channels, often exists 
in addition  to  th e  noise-induced error. T he in terpolation error can no t be reduced by 
increasing signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), and tu rn s  to  be the dom inant factor of estim a­
tion  perform ance in  th e  high-SN R range or high mobility environm ents. Therefore, 
it becomes detrim ental to  h igh-data-rate  system s operating in such scenarios, which 
usually require m ore accurate PACE. So, investigation 011 PACE schemes (including 
pilot designs as well as estim ation algorithm s) by taking into account of th e  im pact of 
in terpolation  error becomes really meaningful.
1
1.1. Background and motivation 2
In  the  OFDM A downlink, pilots are usually required to  be placed w ith  equal-spacing 
and equal-power along th e  frequency direction 1. To further improve the  PACE perfor­
m ance, an  effective way is to  tran sm it m ore pilots. This has been practically  employed 
in com m unication system s. However, th is m ethod  introduces w aste of radio resources 
because pilot symbols can occupy a  considerable num ber of subcarriers w ith  good chan­
nel gain. So, investigation on PA C E designs by considering such issues is interesting as 
well.
1.1 Background and m otivation
1.1.1 Developm ent of wireless com m unication
Since 1960s th e  first generation of cellular system s launched, wireless com m unications 
have become a  m ost v ib ran t field. I t  has been seen enormous grow th over th e  last 
decades or so. More and  m ore wireless applications, including voice, video teleconfer­
encing, file transfer, sensing etc, have been p a rts  of our daily life. M eanwhile, th e  fast 
developm ent of wireless system s, e.g., m obile cellular phone system s, w ide-area wireless 
d a ta  system s, satellite system s and  ad  hoc wireless networks, results in an  increased 
dem and for new approaches to  ob tain  high capacity  in wireless systems.
T he first generation (1G) cellular, e.g., th e  Advance Mobile Phone Service (AM PS), 
used analog com m unications and  prim arily  designed in 1960s. As an  evolutionary 
change, 2G cellular system s, such as G roup Special Mobile (GSM) and 1-95 [1], are 
digital. However, they  can only cope w ith  dem and for voice com m unication and  low- 
da ta -ra te  services, b u t no t adequate  for h igh speed m ultim edia applications. Conse­
quently, 3G (IMT-2000) system s [2] were in troduced in 2002 [3], which aim  to  support 
a  wide range of m ultim edia services from  voice to  high-speed d a ta  w ith  rates up  to  
2 M bps. Recently, these d a ta  ra tes are fu rth e r improved by High D a ta  R ate  (HDR) 
[4], High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) [5], which prom ise up  to  3.1 M bps
1For OFDM(A) systems, the signal representation in the frequency domain (or called Fourier do­
main) is usually regarded as a two-direction format, i.e., frequency direction and time direction. Along 
the frequency direction, the basic unit is a subcarrier, and along the time direction, the basic unit is 
an OFDM block.
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and  14.4 M bps downlink th roughpu t, respectively. However, th e  never-ending quest 
for h igh-data  ra te  and  m ore reliability has m otivated researchers to  investigate new 
technologies under th e  flagship of 4G [6 , 7].
Recently, m ulti-carrier system s a ttra c t lots of atten tion . A typical and  widely con­
sidered scheme is orthogonal frequency division m ultiplexing (O FD M ). Com pared to 
single-carrier system s, O FDM  offers increased robustness against m u lti-pa th  distortions 
as channel equalisation can easily be perform ed in  the  frequency dom ain th rough a  bank  
of one-tap  m ultipliers [8]. Furtherm ore, it pi’ovides more flexibility by allowing inde­
penden t selection of m odulation param eters, e.g., constellation size and  coding scheme, 
over each subcarriers [9]. Due to  these distinctive features, O FD M  has been adopted 
in m any com m ercial system s such as digital audio broadcasting (DAB) [10], terrestria l 
digital video broadcasting (DVB) [11], wireless local area networks (W LAN) [12] etc.
Besides this, there  is recently a  strong  dem and in further extending th e  OFDM  con­
cept to  m ultiple access schemes for mobile cellular systems. A prom inent exam ple is 
th e  orthogonal frequency division m ultiple access (OFDM A), which resu lts from a  com­
bination  of O FD M  w ith  a  frequency division m ultiple access (FDM A) protocol. This 
scheme was originally suggested for cable T V  [13]. More recently, it has becom e p a rt of 
th e  em erging IEEE802.16 standards wireless m etropolitan  area netw orks (W M AN) [14] 
and  E uropean  new generation com m unication system s W IN N ER  [15]. I t  is currently  
a ttrac tin g  a lot of research a tten tion  from b o th  academ ic and indu stry  as a  prom ising 
candidate  for next generation b roadband wireless networks.
1.1.2 C hannel s ta te  inform ation
In  1948, Shannon’s ground-breaking work [16] revealed the  fundam ental perform ance 
lim its of reliable com m unication. T he basic m etric  proposed by him  is th e  capacity of 
a  channel: th e  m axim um  ra te  of point-to -poin t com m unications for which arb itrarily  
sm all error probability  can be achieved. Simply, the  Shannon capacity  can be repre­
sented as
C =  m a xp{X)y)I (X ]  y ) ,  (1.1)
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where I ( X ; Y ) represents th e  m u tu a l inform ation between X  and  Y.  Eqn. (1.1) states 
th a t th e  m utual inform ation is m axim ised w ith  respect to  all possible transm ission 
sta tistical d istributions p(x }y). T he  m u tua l inform ation between X  and  Y  can also be 
rew ritten  as
I (X ]  Y ) =  H ( Y )  -  H { Y \X ) ,  (1.2)
where iT (T |X )  represents th e  conditional entropy between th e  random  variables X  
and Y.  C onsideration of a  basic po in t-to -po in t com m unication m odel
y — hx +  n, (1.3)
where, n is additive w hite G aussian noise (AWGN), h is random  complex Gaussian 
channel response, or called channel s ta te  inform ation (CSI). T hen, the  ergodie (mean) 
channel capacity C  is defined by [17]
C  =  B E { lo g 2( l  +  ffift|2) } ,  (1.4)
where, E  denotes the  expectation  function, B  is the signal bandw id th  and q is the 
transm itted  power to  noise ra tio  a t th e  receiver.
From (1.4), it is noticed th a t  th e  m axim um  transm ission ra te  is achievable for the  case 
of fixed to ta l transm itted-pow er by adap ting  £>, which is related to  th e  power allocated 
on inform ation-bit or m odulated-sym bol, m odulation scheme etc. T his is nam ed link 
adaption  technique [18]-[22]. Clearly, to  carry  ou t link ad ap ta tion  requires channel 
tran sm itte r side inform ation, i.e., th e  full or p a rtia l knowledge of CSI.
Meanwhile, coherent receivers have been widely used for m odern wireless communi­
cations as p a r t of transceiver designs. C om pared to  non-coherent receivers, coher­
en t designs significantly ou tperform  th em  particu larly  in the  case of diversity existing 
[23, 24], However, differing from  th e  non-coherent receivers, coherent system s rely upon 
the  knowledge of CSI for channel equalisation and d a ta  detection.
Furtherm ore, channel tran sm itte r side inform ation also enables channel-aware schedul­
ing of transm ission resources, which provide an effective m echanism  for improving 
th roughpu t perform ance in wireless d a ta  networks by exploiting channel variation [25]. 
In  general, each user has his own selective channel. By com paring relative channel
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condition am ong different users a t tran sm itte r sides, tim e, frequency and  spatial re­
sources can then  be allocated to  th e  user who can use them  best, or need them  m ost 
urgently. T he resulting m ulti-user scheduling gain in th roughpu t [26] grows w ith the 
num ber of com peting users and  w ith  th e  variability of th e  channels. In  a  word, the 
successful im plem entation of th is scheduling scheme m ainly depends on the  obtained 
CSI a t  transm itters .
Generally, CSI is a  key factor for transceiver designs in m odem  wireless com m unication. 
Therefore, estim ation of CSI (or called channel estim ation), tu rn s  u p  to  be an  im portan t 
research topic.
1.1 .3  P ilo ts  a ssisted  channel e stim a tio n
A receiver can obtain  CSI in  two ways: one is based on pilot symbols, which are priorly 
known to  the  receiver, whereas th e  o ther one is based on blind m ethod . T he blind 
m ethod  relies only on th e  received symbols, and  acquires CSI by exploiting statistical 
inform ation or transm itted  symbols properties, e.g., finite a lphabet, constan t m odulus 
[27]-[34]. T here is also another com bination m ethod, namely sem i-blind, which perform s 
the  blind channel estim ation supported  by in itia l channel inform ation obtained via 
pilots [35]-[39]. Com pared to  the  pilots-assisted m ethod, blind and  sem i-blind channel 
estim ation approaches require a  long d a ta  record. Hereby, they  are only suitable to  
slowly tim e-varying channels, and entails high complexity. T hroughou t th is thesis, our 
investigation concerns on the  scenario of m oderate  tim e-varying channels. Therefore, 
b lind and  sem i-blind approaches are no t being considered as the  scope of th is thesis, 
and  th e  atten tion  is restricted  to  pilot-assisted channel-estim ation (PACE) [40]-[45], 
which has been widely used in m any practical systems, e.g., [5, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15].
Pilot-design is a  key issue related  to  PACE, and covers the  designs of pilot sym bols’ 
power, am ount and placem ent etc a t  the  tran sm itte r side. I t  is also referred to  pilot- 
assisted transm ission (PAT) design in literatures. Usually, pilot-designs are jo intly  
investigated w ith the  estim ation algorithm , which is the  m ethod  to  ob ta in  the  desired 
CSI based on received pilots and  in terpolation  channel models. T he  estim ation algo­
rith m  for a  system  is specified depending on com m unication environm ents and system
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setups.
For example, in OFDM A downlink, each user can exploit all received pilot symbols to  
carry  ou t channel estim ation. If  th e  num ber of pilot symbols is larger th a n  the  channel 
order, least-square (LS) based D F T  channel interpolation or m inim um  m ean-square- 
error (MMSE) based W iener filtering can be employed [46, 47]. These approaches 
in th is situation  can effectively remove th e  interpolation error, which is induced due 
to  the  m ism atch between th e  channel in terpolation models and actual channel m od­
els. So th a t, th e  relative channel estim ation  error is m ainly induced by noise, which 
can be m inim ised w hen p ilo t sym bols are uniform ly allocated w ithin signal bandw idth  
w ith  equal spacing [48, 49], However, in  uplink com munications, pilots sent by each 
user cannot be exploited by th e  o ther users for channel estim ation. W hen users are 
organised in FDM A m anner, p ilots m ay be lacked for carrying ou t th e  channel es­
tim ation  approaches employed in dow nlink scenario. Then, one preferable choice is 
LS-based polynom ial channel in terpo lation  approaches etc (e.g., linear channel in ter­
polation [50, 51]). U nfortunately, such approaches can produce the  in terpolation  error, 
which can be detrim ental to  h igh-data-ra te  system s operating in high-SN R ranges or 
high-m obility environm ents. So th a t,  investigation on the  im pact of in terpolation  error 
on PA CE becomes urgent. In  o ther words, it is meaningful to  design pilots and estim a­
tion algorithm s for uplink by talcing into account of the in terpolation error in  addition 
to  the  noise-induced error for m ore reliable com m unication perform ance.
Meanwhile, in practical O FD M A  downlink system s, the pilot num ber is often m ore 
th an  th e  m axim um  channel length, e.g., [14, 15]. In  th is scenario, th e  above m entioned 
equal-spaced pilot placem ent can no t only achieves the  optim um  PA CE perform ance, 
b u t also introduces po ten tia l w aste of radio resources because pilot symbols may occupy 
considerable num ber of subcarriers w ith  good channel quality. So, jo in t consideration 
of pilot symbols and payload sym bols ta rgeting  on improvement of overall system  per­
formance becomes another in teresting  topic.
1.2 Contribution
A brief account of m ajo r contribu tions to  knowledge are given below:
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1) Analysis of im pact of in terpolation error for chunk-based O FD M A  uplink.
T he  PA CE perform ance for chunk-based OFDM A uplink has been analysed. Un­
like th e  conventional approaches, the  analysis takes in account of th e  in terpolation 
error in addition  to  the  noise-induced error. W hen LS-based polynom ial inter­
po lation  approaches is employed, th e  in terpolation  error is independent to the 
noise-induced error, and can be m inim ised based on a  specific pilot placem ent 
setup. Particu larly  for the  case th a t  trad itional linear in terpolation  is employed, 
such pilot placem ent is found no t related  to  channel power-delay-profiles (PD Ps). 
O n th e  o ther hand, it is very difficult to  separate  the  in terpolation  error and noise 
in the  case of LM M SE-based estim ation approach.
2) O ptim um  pilot placem ent for a  single chunk (uplink).
In  practical systems, where two pilots are inserted along each frequency and tim e 
direction w ithin a single chunk, linear in terpolation can be employed. In this 
situation , the  pilot placem ent m inim ising the  in terpolation  error is different from 
the  placem ent m inim ising the  noise-induced error. Therefore, th e  optim um  pilot 
placem ent regarding overall estim ation error is varying w ith  respect to  different 
SNRs.
3) B est SN R-independent (BSI) pilo t placem ents for a single chunk (uplink).
Still for th e  single-chunk scenario, th e  BSI placem ent solutions, which can provide 
near-optim um  perform ance and  deos no t varies w ith  respect to  SNRs, is found. It 
is shown th a t  the  placem ent w ith  pilot spacing =  (1 /V 3 ) of chunk bandw idth  is 
the  best solution for the  case of frequency direction. M eanwhile, th e  best solution 
for the  case of tim e direction should concern on m inim ising th e  noise.
4) BSI placem ent for m ultip le-transm itters (uplink).
T he analysis of above BSI placem ents has been correspondingly extended to  the 
m ulti-transm itter system s. Two pilo t placem ents are proposed based on different 
trade-off between pilot placem ent optim ality  and  channel identifiability. The 
sim ulation evaluation shows the  overall system  perform ance, i.e., b it-error-rate 
(BER), is more sensitive to  channel frequency selectivity.
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5) Sub-optim um  pilot p lacem ent for frequency-direction consecutive chunks (up­
link).
In  the  case of the  consecutive chunks scenario, where some adjacent chunks are 
allocated to  a  single user, m ore p ilo ts and higher-order in terpolation  schemes can 
be employed for channel estim ation. In  th is situation, a  sub-optim um  solution 
by considering b o th  im pact of in terpolation  error and noise is proposed. T he 
proposed scheme can effectively improve the overall system  perform ance.
6) Linear channel in terpolation  schemes w ith  small in terpolation error.
Linear channel in terpo lation  is a  widely employed approach for p ractical system s, 
especially in uplink  scenario. T he conventional linear in terpolation approach 
is designed based on the  assum ption th a t  the  real and  im aginary parts  of the  
com m unication channel are linearly varying. However, it is found th a t  the  am ­
plitude and phase of channel coefficients are also linearly varying over a  short 
tim e-duration  or sm all frequency-band, e.g., the  tim e-frequency channel w ith in  a  
typical chunk. Based on th is  observation, new linear in terpolation  schemes are 
proposed. C om pared to  th e  trad itio n a l scheme, proposed schemes significantly 
improve the PA CE perform ance in high-SNR range due to  the  deduction of the  
in terpolation error in th e  case of tim e direction. In  the  case of frequency direc­
tion, the  trad itio n a l linear channel in terpolation scheme can still be regarded as 
the  best choice for p ractical system s.
7) Jo in t pilot and  d a ta  ad ap ta tio n  for OFDM A downlink.
In  practical O FD M A  downlink system s, the  num ber of pilots employed for channel 
estim ation is usually  m uch larger th a n  the  m axim um  channel length. T his can 
fu rther improve th e  PA C E perform ance, however, it m ay also potentially  w aste 
th e  resource of good channel gain allocated for d a ta  transm ission. Therefore, 
th e  PA CE is investigated by jo in tly  considering the estim ation perform ance and 
th e  overall system  perform ance. Jo in t pilot and d a ta  ad ap ta tio n  regarding pilot 
placem ent, payload power an d  b its are proposed. Three different im plem entation 
approaches are presented, th e  perform ance is evaluated and shows jo in t pilot and  
d a ta  adap ta tion  considerably improve overall perform ance.
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T he outcom es of my PhD  study  have been dissem inated in forms of following publica­
tions:
A cadem ic Papers:
H ongju LIU, Yi Ma, R ahim  Tafazolli, “Im pact of L inear In terpo lation  E rro r on 
P ilo t Placem ent for C hunk-Based OFD M A  U plink” , IE E E  Trans, on Signal P ro ­
cessing, subm itted.
Hongju LIU, Yi Ma, R ahim  Tafazolli, “Enhanced L inear In terpolation  Schemes 
for Chunk-Based OFD M A  U plink” , IE T  Electronics L etters, subm itted .
H ongju LIU, Yi Ma, R ahim  Tafazolli, “O n Efficiency Gain of Jo in t P ilo t and D ata  
A dap tation  for OFDM  Based System s” , IE E E  P IM R C ’08 “Efficiency” W orkshop, 
Sep. 2008, Accepted.
H ongju LIU, Yi Ma, R ahim  Tafazolli, “O ptim um  P ilo t P lacem ent for Chunk- 
Based OFDM A Uplink: T im e D irection Scenario” , IE E E  V TC2008 Spring, May 
2008.
H ongju LIU, Yi M a, R ahim  Tafazolli, “O ptim um  P ilo t P lacem ent for Chunk- 
Based OFDM A Uplink: Single C hunk Scenario” , IE E E  V TC2007/W iV eC Fall, 
Sep.-Oct. 2007.
H ongju LIU, Yi Ma, R ahim  Tafazolli, “Sub-O ptim um  P ilo t P lacem ent for Chunk- 
Based OFDM A Uplink: Consecutive Chunks Scenario” , IE E E  P IM R C ’07, Sep. 
2007.
Technical Deliverables:
IST-4-027756 W IN N ER  II D2.3.3, “Link Level Procedures for the  W IN N ER  Sys­
tem ” , Nov. 2007.
IST-4-027756 W IN N ER  II D2.3.1, “Channel E stim ation  and M easurem ents for 
the  W IN N ER  System ” , Feb. 2007.
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1.3 Thesis organisation
T he rest of th e  thesis has been organised as below
C hap ter 2 gives th e  background knowledge and literatu re  survey related  to  this thesis. 
T he  wireless radio channel as well as some well-organised near-actual channel m odels, 
which are widely used for th e  theoretical analysis, and practical W IN N ER  channel 
m odels, which are being used for th e  sim ulation evaluation, are briefly introduced. 
Followed by, the  explanation  of O FD M -based systems, the  different radio-resource 
OFDM A schemes, particu la rly  th e  chunk-based scheme are presented. Finally, the  
conventional PA CE schemes are  discussed.
C hap ter 3 investigates th e  p ilo t placem ents for chunk-based OFD M A  uplink. Different 
com m unication scenarios are considered. P ilo t placem ents are proposed by taking into 
account of the  in terpolation  error in add ition  to the  noise. Generally, th is chapter tries 
to  answer “How does th e  in terpo lation  error affect PACE?” and “w hat are th e  optim um  
pilot placem ents for O FD M A  uplink?”
C hap ter 4 analyses the  linear channel interpolation. The enhanced schemes are pro ­
posed based on the  assum ption  th a t  th e  variation of the  am plitude and  phase of a  
com m unication channel are  linear. These schemes effectively reduce the  in terpolation  
error, and  improve th e  overall perform ance.
C hap ter 5 investigates th e  jo in t pilot and d a ta  adap ta tion  regarding pilot placem ent, 
payload power and  bits for a  typical downlink OFDMA. Three different im plem entation 
approaches are proposed, and  th e  corresponding perform ance are evaluated.
C hap te r 6 is th e  conclusion of cu rren t work, and presentation of the  existing unsolved 
problem s. T he possible fu tu re  works are discussed as well.
Chapter
Wireless Communication Systems
T he research topic regarding th is thesis is related  to  channel estim ation, i.e., the  es­
tim ation  of channel s ta te  inform ation (CSI). As previously shown in 1.3, the  CSI is 
th e  representation of wireless channel, which is the  link betw een tran sm itte rs  and re­
ceivers, and usually represented as th e  d istortion  of signal am plitude and phase a t the  
receiver. A good understanding  of th e  channel, its key physical param eters and the 
m odelling issues, lays th e  foundation for wireless com m unications as well as for this 
thesis. In  section 2.1, the  n a tu re  characters of the  wireless channel are first introduced, 
th e  param eters reflecting th e  channel tim e and frequency selectivity are particularly  
highlighted. Followed by, th e  well-organised channel m odels widely used for theoreti­
cal analysis are explained, the  W IN N E R  channel models employed for sim ulation are 
introduced as well.
O rthogonal frequency division m ultiple access (OFDM A) has been one of the  key 
air-interfaces for nex t generation com m unications. C om pared to  conventional FDM  A 
scheme, OFDM A not only heritages the  advantages of FDM A, e.g., m itigation of inter- 
sym bol-interference (ISI), b u t also effectively save the  bandw id th  by in troducing the 
orthogonality am ong subcarriers. Therefore, it has recently a ttra c te d  lots of a tten tion  
for w ide-band applications. For example, a  typical s truc tu re , chunk-based OFDM A, 
has been widely employed in practical system s, e.g., IE E E  W iM ax [14], and  European 
W IN N E R  system s [15]. T he discussion related  to  O FD M A  system s is introduced in 
section 2 .2 . Generally, OFD M A  system s require the CSI for th e  transceiver designs,
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e.g., adaptive tran sm itte r designs, coherent receivers. This requirem ent can be imple­
m ented by employing pilot-assisted channel-estim ation (PACE). To u n derstand  PA CE 
as well as the  curren t PA CEs for O FD M A  then  becomes very necessary and  im po rtan t 
for the  investigation th roughou t th e  thesis. T he corresponding explanation  is shown in 
section 2.3.
2.1 W ireless channels
A defining characteristic of th e  mobile channel is the  variations of th e  channel streng th  
over tim e and over frequency. T he variations can roughly divided in two fading phenom ­
ena: large-scale fading and  small-scale fading [23]. T he large-scale fading represents the  
average signal power a tten u a tio n  due to  p a th  loss of signal as a  function of distance, 
and  shadowing by large objects such as buildings and hills. T he small-scale fading is 
used to  describe th e  rap id  fluctuation  of the  am plitude of a  radio signal over a  short pe­
riod of tim e and  distance, w here th e  large-scale effects may be ignored. I t  is due to  the  
constructive and destructive interference of the  m ultiple signal versions over m u ltipa th  
channel propagation  betw een transceivers.
2.1 .1  Large sca le  fading: p a th  loss and shadow ing
T he effects of p a th  loss and  shadow ing for large-scale fading are independent. Pass loss 
is caused by dissipation of th e  power rad ia ted  by the  tran sm itte r as well as by effects 
of th e  propagation  channel. I t  can  be defined as [52]
w here Pot  is tran sm itted  power and Por is received power, which is averaged over any 
random  variations due to  shadowing.
Path-loss models generally assum e th a t  p a th  loss is the  same a t a  given transm it-receive 
distance. T he simplified m odel is given by 1 [21]
Pn
PoL [dB] =  101og=A
Por
(2.1)
(2.2)
xThe dBm value of x  is its value relative to a milliwatt: 101og(a;/0.001)
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where, K o  is a  unitless constan t th a t depends on the  an tenna  gain, frequency and the 
average channel a ttenuation , do is a  reference d istance for th e  an tenna far field, and 7  
is the  path-loss exponents. T he value for Ko,  do and  7  can be obtained to  approxim ate 
either an  analytical or em pirical model. P articu larly  for th e  free-space model, based 
on (2 .2), the  p a th  loss can be expressed as
P o L [dB] «  - lO lo g  ( j A d 2) ’ (2'3)
w here A is the  wavelength.
Shadowing is caused by obstacles betw een th e  tran sm itte r and receiver th a t a ttenua te  
signal power th rough absorption, reflection, scattering  and diffraction. T he m ost com­
m on m odel for th is additional a ttenua tion  is log-normal shadowing, where the  ra tio  of 
transm it-to-receive power tp =  P o t /P o r is assum ed to  be random  w ith a  log-normal 
d istribu tion  given by [21]
* > o ’ ( 2 -4 )
where, £ =  10/lnlO , p^dB is th e  m ean of tpdB =  lOlogjj in decibels, and <j d^B is the 
stan d ard  deviation of ipdB (also in dB).
M odels for p a th  loss and shadowing can be superim posed to  cap tu re  power falloff versus 
distance along w ith  the  random  a ttenua tion  abo u t th is p a th  loss from  shadowing. A 
combined model of (2.2) and (2.4) can be shown as
[dB] =  lOlog K o  -  ftfylog-^- -  ipdB, (2.5)
r o t  do
where ipdB is a  G auss-distributed random  variable w ith  zero m ean and variance ■ 
A figure visually illustrating  the  effects of p a th  loss and shadowing has been draw n in 
Fig. 2.1.
Large-scale fading is m ore relevant to  issues such as cell-site planning [23], variations 
of th e  received power due to  shadowing and p a th  loss can actually  be counteracted 
by power control techniques. However, th a t is no t the  focus and  scope of th is thesis. 
Hence, effects of large scale fading are no t considered fu rther in th e  following content.
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A PorlPot(dB)
log (4)
Figure 2.1: P a th  loss, shadowing versus distance.
2 .1 .2  Sm all scale fading: tim e  varying m u lti-p ath  channel
T he m ulti-path  channel propagation occurs as a  consequence of reflections, scattering 
of the  transm itted  electrom agnetic wave. At the receiver, a  batch  of waves arrives from 
different direction w ith different delay, a ttenuation , and phases. T he superposition of 
the  waves results in am plitude and phase variations of the com posite received wave. The 
m obility of mobile user or the  moving object can result in the  the  change of am plitude 
and  phase of the arrived waves as well, th is is referred to  channel tim e variance.
T he mobile radio channel is given by the  tim e variant channel im pulse response h (r, t), 
which represents the response of the channel a t tim e t due to  an  im pulse applied a t 
tim e t — T .  In a m ulti-path  channel scenario, the channel im pulse response is composed 
of num bers of scattered impulses received over Lp  different pa ths, and can be w ritten  
as
L p —1
h(r, t)  =  Y i  r  -  (2 .6 ),=°' qqs '
where, a;(<), rfft) respectively stand  for the  corresponding am plitude,
D oppler frequency shift2, associated phase and relative delay w ith  pulse traversing
2 For a general case, the Doppler frequency shift /  for a carrier wavelength Ac and angle of arrival 
Oi at speed v is given by [52]
/ - H C *  • (2-7)
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th e  Z-th path , £{•} here is th e  D irac d e lta  function.
Consider of two p a th s  of th e  m u lti-p a th  channel w ith delay of t\ and  r 2. T hey are 
defined to  be resolvable w hen th e ir delay difference significantly exceeds the  inverse 
signal bandw idth: |r i  — r 2| >• (1/13); O therwise, it is called non-resolvable. T he 11011- 
resolvable com ponents can not be separa ted  ou t a t the  receiver, and  are combined into 
a  single p a th  (or called cluster) w ith  delay r  ps r 2. T he corresponding am plitude 
and  phase are the  sum  of different com ponents. Generally, th e  m ulti-pa th  channel, 
where none of the  p a th s  is resolvable is called narrowband, whereas th e  one w ith two 
or m ore resolvable path s  is called wideband. By considering the  above (non-)resolvable 
concept and signal bandw id th , th e  num ber of pa ths Lp  in (2.6) is usually replaced by 
L, the num ber of clusters, each cluster contains the closest non-resolvable wave pa th s  
w ith different arrive angles. Because m u lti-pa th  behavior is moving average, therefore, 
th e  concept of “cluster” can also be represented by the “ta p ” , which is a  concept used 
in th e  area of signal processing. Correspondingly, the  h i ( i )  in (2.6) is then  called Zth 
tap-com ponent w ith delay n ( t ) .
T he im portan t issue to  represent th e  channel variation is channel selectivity, i.e., tim e- 
selectivity and frequency-selectivity. In  order to  precisely characterise the  selectivity 
(variation) characters of m u lti-pa th  channel, it is necessary to  fu rther in troduce the fol­
lowing im portan t sta tistics, i.e., A uto-correlation function, Delay spread  and  Coherence 
bandw idth , Doppler spread and  C oherence tim e, Rayleigh and R ician fading.
2.1.2.1 Auto-correlation function
An im portan t issue rela ted  channel im pulse response is how they  vary w ith  time. To 
answer th is question, we need investigate the  auto-correlation function for tim e and 
frequency.
Based on (2.6), the  m u lti-pa th  channel im pulse over all the  taps w ith  different delay, 
th e  tim e dom ain au tocorrelation  function is w ritten  as [53]
+  At)  =  E [ h * ( T i , t ) h ( T 2 , t  +  A t)]. (2.8)
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For a  wide sense sta tionary  (W SS) channel, th e  au tocorrelation  depends only upon 
th e  tim e difference A t  and  becomes independent of t. Therefore, th e  au to  correlation 
function can be denoted as R ( r i ,  r 2; A t). For an un-correlated (US) scattering envi­
ronm ent, where the channel response for tap  w ith  delay t \  is uncorrelated  to  another 
one w ith  delay r 2, the  expectation can be further expressed as
E [/i*(ri,£)/i(T 2,£ +  At)] — R ( t i ,  At)<5(ri — r 2) =  R ( r ,  A t), (2.9)
where, R (t, A t) gives the average o u tp u t power associated w ith  the  channel as a  func­
tion  of th e  delay r  =  t\ =  r 2, the  difference A t in observation tim e.
2.1.2.2 Power delay profile and delay spread
T he power delay profile (P D P) R(r) is defined as the  tim e au tocorrelation  (2.9) w ith 
A t =  0, i.e., R (t) =  R(r, 0). I t  represents th e  average power associated w ith a  given 
m ulti-pa th  delay, and can be easily m easured empirically. T he average f  and Square- 
roo t of m ean square (RMS) delay spread <rT, which are usually used to  characterize the  
tim e dispersion of m ulti-pa th  channel, are typically defined in term s of P D P  as follows 
[53]>
Jo R (r )d r
and
/ fn°°(T ~~ T)2R (r )d r  OT = \l / 0“ R (r)dr ' (2'U )
2.1.2.3 Coherence bandwidth
T he coherence bandw id th  B c of a  mobile radio channel is the  s ta tis tica l m easure of th e  
range of frequencies w ith  separation  Ap, over which the  signal p ropagation  character­
istics are correlated. I t  is usually proportional to  the  reciprocal of th e  delay spread <rr . 
T he  definition of coherence bandw id th  is related to  th e  frequency correlation function
R (A p ), which is the  Fourier transform  of the  P D P  R ( r )
/OO R ( r ) e - j 27rTApdr, (2.12)
-OO
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If the  coherence bandw id th  is defined as the  bandw idth  over which the  frequency cor­
relation function is above 0.9, th en  th e  coherence bandw idth  is approxim ately [54]
If the  definition is relaxed so th a t  th e  frequency correlation function is above 0.5, th en  
th e  coherence bandw id th  is approxim ated as
B c «  (2.14)
5ov
Generally, if a  signal is tran sm itted  w ith  a  bandw idth  B  <C B c, th en  it undergoes a 
highly correlated fading across th e  entire signal bandw idth. T his is usually referred to  as 
flat fading. O n the  o ther hand , if th e  signal bandw idth  B > B c, th en  th e  channel gains 
a t frequencies separated  by m ore th a n  the  coherence bandw idth  are roughly indepen­
dent. Thus, the  channel am plitude varies widely across the  signal bandw idth . In  th is 
case the channel is called frequency-selective, and a  significant inter-sym bol-interference 
(ISI) would be caused. Therefore, th e  delay spread and coherence bandw idth  describe 
th e  m ulti-path  channel only over frequency dom ain (spectral dom ain), and do not pro­
vide any inform ation ab o u t channel tim e varying nature. So the  Doppler spread and 
coherence tim e are fu rther discussed for solving th a t  problem.
2.1.2.4 Doppler spread
T he tim e varying m u lti-p a th  channel can be characterised in th e  frequency dom ain 
by taking the  Fourier transfo rm  w ith  respect to  r. Therefore, th e  frequency-dom ain 
channel autocorrelation function can be obtained by taking Fourier transform  of tim e- 
dom ain autocorrelation  function  (2.9)
/OO R { r , A t ) e - ^ P TdT. (2.15)
-OO
By setting  A t  =  0, it th en  becom es th e  frequency correlation function as in (2.12).
T he D oppler power spec trum  (DPS) of th e  channel can be used to  characterise the  
Doppler effect caused by th e  channel variation th a t arise from tran sm itte r or receiver 
motion. I t  can be ob tained  by talcing Fourier transform  of the  R ( 0 , At),  where A p is
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set to  0 in order to  characterise D oppler a t a  single frequency. By defining R (A t)  =  
R (0 , At),  the  DPS is shown as
/oo R(At)e~j2nfAtdAt.  (2.16)
-OO
T he m axim um  value of /  for which |S ( / ) |  >  0 is called D oppler spread of the  channel, 
denoted D s. If the  tran sm itte r and  reflectors are all s ta tionary  and th e  receiver is 
moving w ith velocity v, th en  D s ^  v/Xc =  / max, w here / max is th e  m axim um  Doppler 
shift.
2.1.2.5 Coherence tim e
T he channel coherence tim e Tc is defined to  be th e  range of A t  values over which the 
tim e correlation R (A t)  is nonzero. I t  is inversely proportional to  th e  Doppler spread. 
If  the  coherence tim e is defined as th e  tim e over which the  tim e correlation is above
0.5, then  it can be approxim ated as [55]
Assum e Ts th e  tran sm itted  sym bol duration , if Ts >  Tc, th en  received sym bol will suffer 
a  significant distortion, th is scenario is th en  called fast fading. O n the  o ther hand, if 
Ts <C Tc, the channel can be assum ed to  s ta tic  over th e  duration , th is kind channel is 
then  called slow fading channel.
2.1.2.6 Rayleigh and Rician fading
Several probability d istribu tions can be considered in a ttem p ting  to  m odel the sta tis ti­
cal characteristics of the  fading process. A simple and often used approach is obtained 
from  th e  assum ption th a t  there  is large num ber of scatters in th e  channel th a t con­
tr ib u te  to  the  signal a t the  receiver. T he application of th e  central lim it theorem  
leads to  a complex-valued G aussian process for each tap-com ponent of the  m ultipa th  
channel, i.e., hi(t) in  (2.6). T he  am plitude cq(£) is a  random  variable w ith  a  Rayleigh 
d istribu tion  given by [23], and  th e  phase is uniform ly d istribu ted  in th e  interval [0, 2tt].
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Time (s)
Figure 2 .2 : Autocorrelation function at Doppler 10 Hz, Rayleigh fading.
For the Rayleigh fading distribution, the corresponding autocorrelation function (2.9) 
regarding each tap-component can be represented as [56]
R(r;, At)  «  Jo(A t2nfTl), (2-18)
where Jo is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, and f n is corresponding 
Doppler shift. An example plot of this autocorrelation function is shown in Fig. 2.2. 
Correspondingly, the DPS is drawn in Fig 2.3, where the DPS is observed to go to 
infinity at ± f max.
In the absence of a line-of-sight (LOS) or a dominant component, each tap-component 
is zero-mean complex-valued Gaussian process, this leads the random multipath process 
to be zero-mean and the amplitude obeys Rayleigh distribution. This channel is said to 
be Rayleigh fading channel. In the case that the multipath channel contains a LOS or a 
dominant component in addition to the randomly moving scatterers, the corresponding 
tap-component is nonzero-mean complex-valued Gaussian process. Correspondingly, 
the channel impulse response can no longer be modelled as zero-mean and the amplitude 
obeys the Rician distribution. Therefore, this channel is said to be a Rician fading 
channel.
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Frequency shift from carrier
Figure 2.3: Normalised Doppler Power Spectrum of Rayleigh fading.
2.1 .3  N ear-actu a l channel m odels
In wireless communication, actual channels are very difficult and complicated to model 
for theoretical analysis. Therefore, it is necessary to have near-actual channel models, 
which can well reflect the channel natures, e.g., frequency selectivity and correlated 
time variation, and satisfy the requirements for different communication scenarios. In 
this section, some well-described and frequently employed near-actual channel models 
are introduced, these models are also being used in the analysis of this thesis.
2.1.3.1 Finite impulse response model
As discussed previously, the multi-path channel is moving average process, therefore, it 
can be modelled as a finite impulse response (FIR) model. In the block fading channel, 
where the channel is invariant or very slowly varying over a certain time interval At,
i.e., hi(n ■ A t +  0) =  /q(n • At +  At), the Doppler frequency shift is usually not varying 
with respect to time. The multi-path channel impulse response (2.6) can be accordingly
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Channel Frequency Selectivity 
variation at time-index n
Figure 2.4: Frequency-selective channel, generated by FIR channel model.
rewritten as
L- 1
h ( r ,  n )  =  a i( n ) e j{2nf' n + ^  S ( t  -  r , ( n ) ) .
z=°' /
(2.19)
Set A p =  1 /A t and 77 =  / jj-. By taking the Fourier transform of above channel impulse 
response, the channel transfer function can be obtained by
L - 1
h(n, k ) =  h(n, kAp) =  ^  hi{n)e~ 2^ltlk^ M, (2.20)
1=0
where k is the frequency index, A/ is the number of discrete Fourier transform grids. Fi­
nite Impulse Response (FIR) channel model can well characterise the channel frequency- 
selectivity nature when hi(n) is given. It is widely used for frequency-direction channel 
modelling in block transmission, e.g., OFDMA systems with block duration At. An 
example of frequency selective channel based on FIR near-actual channel model has 
been plotted in Fig. 2.4, the corresponding simulation setup referred to Appendix A, 
B respectively. Clearly, the channel frequency selectivity has been well reflected.
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In(t) =  2V 2
2.1.3.2 Jakes’ m odel
I11 [57], Jakes popularised a model for time-correlated Rayleigh fading based on sum­
ming sinusoids. The model assumes that Q equal-strength scatters arrive at a moving 
receiver with uniformly distributed arrival angles a q, such that the Doppler shift on 
the g-th path is
fq — /max COS CXq, (2 .21)
with <5 such scatters, the Rayleigh fading of the Z-th tap waveform over time t  can be 
modelled as
E  (cos Pq +  j  sin Pq) cos (2nfqt  +  0qf  +  —= (cos a + j  sin a) cos 2nfmsjct
q= 1 ^
(2.22
where, a, p q and 0qj  are model parameters with a  usually set to zero, p q is chosen as 
follows
0 , =  (2.23)
which can give zero cross correlation between the real and imaginary parts of hi(t). 
To generate multiple uncorrelated waveforms among the different taps, Jakes suggest 
using
= A  + ^  f -(2'24)
In fact, the correlation between certain waveform pairs can be significant [58] except 
some special cases. (In addition, such model is also deterministic, since it has no 
random element to it once the parameters are chosen.)
Therefore, Dent proposed a modified Jakes’ model [59], which chooses slightly different 
spacings for the scatters and scales their waveforms using Walsh-Hadamard sequences 
to ensure zero cross-correlation. Then,
_  ir{q -  0.5)
a “ ~  2Q  (2'25)
and
7T q
~Q'
pq =  (2.26)
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Channel time selectivity 
variation along one channel-tap
Figure 2.5: Time-varying (selective) channel, generated by FBEM channel model.
The corresponding model, namely Dent model or the modified Jakes’ model is shown 
as
Q
W )  =  \ / q  'YI AqAcosPq +  3 sinA?) cos(27rf qt +  0qA). (2.27)
9=1
The weighting functions Aq i are the I-th Walsh-Hadamard sequence in q. Since there 
have zero cross-correlation by design, this model results in uncorrelated waveform of 
each tap. The phase 6q i can be initialised randomly and have no effect on the correlation 
properties.
2.1.3.3 Fourier basis expansion model
Jakes’ model and modified-Jakes’ model can offer an excellent description for the time 
varying channel. However, it becomes a continuous function in the Doppler domain, 
which cannot be easily employed for the theoretical analysis. In 1998, Giannakis and 
Tepedelenlioglu have recommended the Fourier basis expansion models (FBEM) for 
analysing the time-varying channel [60]. The channel impulse response on the /-th tap
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is given by
Q
h l ( t ) =  Y  eJ(2WAa)(cM(!hrg/Q))t} (2.28)
9=_<3 = 7£)(J
where, c^q is the amplitude of the q-th wave path, <j)q is a uniformly distributed ran­
dom variable in [0,27r]. For sufficient large Q, the amplitude of (2.28) approximates a 
Rayleigh probability density function, and the power spectrum of (2.28) provides a dis­
crete approximation to experimentally measured fading spectral which are of the form 
S { f J )  — -4(0 [1 — ( /  — /c )2Ac2/w2], where .4(0  is a constant determining the power of 
tap Z, and f c is the carrier frequency [57, 61].
The basic idea of FBEM (2.28) to measure the time variation effected by the Doppler is 
uniform sampling of the Doppler spectrum. Therefore, as an alternative, the time vary­
ing component exp(j(2irv/Xc)(cos(2nq/Q))t) can also be replaced by exp ( j  27r/max qt/Q).  
In the case of block-transmission, the time-frequency selective channel can be repre­
sented by the FBEM as [51, 62]
Q L ~  i
h { n ,k ) =  Y  Y  f f ge~j2nkl/M e^ n f^ q /Q ^  (2.29)
q=—Q l= 0
where f max is Doppler spread normalises by block duration. A example of time varying 
channel is plotted in Fig. 2.5, the channel time selectivity can be clearly observed.
2 .1 .4  P ractica l channel m od els
The above introduced near-actual channel models can be used for the theoretical analy­
sis. However, the analytical results should be also evaluated in different communication 
propagation environments, e.g., macro-cell, micro-cell. In this case, near-actual analyti­
cal models are not enough, and practical channel models with typical measured channel 
parameters, e.g., PDP, are then required for the simulation purpose. Throughout this 
thesis, WINNER channel models [63] proposed for the evaluation of European next 
generation communication systems are employed for different propagation scenarios.
Table 2.1 shows the propagation scenarios defined in WINNER. Scenarios marked in 
bold are prioritised scenarios that were modelled and implemented as the WINNER 
channel models.
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Table 2.1: Propagation scenario defined in WINNER.
Scenario Definition LO S/
NLOS
Mob.
(km/h)
A P
ht.(m)
UE  
ht. (m)
Distance  
range (m)
A l
in building
Indoor small office 
/residential
LOS/
NIOS
0-5 2 1 3-100
A2
in building
Indoor to outdoor NLOS 0-5 2 1 3-100
B l
Hotspot
Typical urban 
micro-cell
LOS/
NLOS
0-70 Below RT 
e.g., 10
1.5 20-400
B2
Hotspot
Bad urban NLOS 0-70 Below RT 1.5 20-400
B 3
Hotspot
Indoor LOS 0-5 Below RT 1.5 20-400
B4
Hotspot
Outdoor to indoor NLOS 0-5 Below RT 1.5 20-400
B 5 a
Hotspot
LOS stat. feeder 
rooftop to rooftop
LOS 0 Above RT. Above RT 30-8k
B5b
Hotspot
LOS stat. feeder 
street to street
LOS 0 2-5 2-5 30-81c
B5c
Hotspot
LOS stat. feeder 
below rooftop to street
LOS 0 As B l. As B l. As B l.
B5d
Hotspot
NLOS stat. feeder 
below rooftop to street
LOS 0 As C2 . 1.5-10 As C2
C l
Metropol
Suburban LOS/
NLOS
0-70 As C2. 1.5-10 35-3k
C2
Metropol
Typical urban 
macro-cell
LOS/
NLOS
0-70 Above RT. 
e.g., 32
1.5 35-3k
C3
Metropol
Bad urban NLOS 0-70 As C2. As C2 . As C2 .
C4
Metropol
Outdoor to indoor NLOS 0-70 As C2. As C2. As C2 .
D 1
Rural
Rural
macro-cell
LOS/
NLOS
0-200 Above RT. 
e.g., 45
1.5 35-10k
AP: Access point, UE: User equipment, RT: Rooftop
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scenario A l represents typical office environment, B 1 defines environment for Manhat­
tan like grid, where both fixed station and mobile station antenna heights are below 
surrounding buildings and both are outdoors. The environment is defined for Man­
hattan like grid. Scenario B 3 is described as a typical indoor hot spot application 
with a wide coverage area but non-ubiquitous and low mobility (0 — 5 km/h). In this 
scenario traffic of high density can be expected. Typically application scenario can be 
found in conference halls, factory halls, entrance halls of train stations and airports, 
where the indoor environment is characterised by large distances. The definition of Bb 
is modelled for stationary feeder scenario R5a, 6, c, d are related to the situations of 
rooftop-to-rooftop, street-level-to-street-level, blow-rooftop-to-street-level, and above- 
rooftop-to-street-level respectively.
Scenario C l  and C 2 are designed for the macro-cell scenarios. C l  is for a suburban 
outdoor environment, where the coverage is ubiquitous. In suburban macro-cells base 
stations are located well above the rooftops to allow wide area coverage. Buildings are 
typically low residential detached house with one or two floors, or blocks of flats with 
a few floors. Occasional open areas such as parks or playgrounds between the houses 
make the environment rather open. While, C2 is for the typical urban macro-cell, 
mobile station is a street level and fixed base station clearly above surrounding building 
heights. As for propagation conditions, non- or obstructed line-of-sight is a common 
case, since street level is often reached by a single diffraction over the rooftop. The 
building blocks can form either a regular Manhattan type of grid, or have more irregular 
locations. Typical building heights in urban environments are over four storeys. In 
this thesis, the investigation mainly focused on urban (and local area), therefore, B 1 
NLOS channel for Micro-cell scenario, and C 2 NLOS channel for base coverage/urban 
scenario have been employed for the simulation evaluation. More details including 
PDF information related to these two channels have been explained in Appendix A. 
Figs. 2.6 - 2.9 visually show the channel variation along both time and frequency 
directions regarding WINNER B1 and WINNER C2 channel models. The variation 
is in the presentation of frequency domain, i.e., channel frequency response (GFR), 
generally, C2 channel is more frequency-selective than B1 channel, and the channel 
time-selectivity is mainly decided by the velocity, i.e., Doppler shift.
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WINNER B1 channel: 
channel variation along time direction at 50 km/h 
(along one subcarrier)
Figure 2.6: Time selectivity, B l channel model.
WINNER B1 channel: 
channel variation along frequency direction 
(along one OFDM block)
Figure 2.7: Frequency selectivity, B l channel model.
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Figure 2.8: Time selectivity, C2 channel model.
WINNER C2 channel: 
channel variation along frequency direction 
(along one OFDM block)
Figure 2.9: Frequency selectivity, C2 channel model.
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2 .2  OFDM (A) communication systems
2.2.1 OFDM : a  m ulti-carrier system
The progress in wireless communications entails a demand for higher data rates, and 
shorter symbol durations. However, if the duration of transmitted symbol becomes 
smaller than the time dispersion of the multi-path channel, the performance of the 
wireless communication systems sufferers from inter-symbol interference (ISI). This is a 
crucial problem since the receiver complexity is related to ISI. An approach to prevent 
ISI is offered by parallel data transmission, [64, 65, 66], or named as multi-carriers 
(MC) system. The principle of MC modulation is to convert a high rate data stream 
into M c low-rate substreams, where M c is the number of subcarriers used for data 
transmission. Each substream is modulated on its own assigned subcarrier. Thus, the 
available channel bandwidth is divided into M c narrow subbands, which ideally appear 
to be frequency non-selective. The data symbol rate per subcarrier is reduced by a 
factor Mc, so is the ISI. A common realisation of MC communication is conventional 
frequency division multiplexing (FDM), where the subbands are completely separated 
in the frequency domain. However, because of the limit of the filter, the subcarrier 
spacing has to be greater than Nyquist bandwidth to avoid inter-carrier-interference 
(ICI), This can result in the significant waste on the use of the spectrum.
OFDM, one kind of MC schemes, is first presented in 1966 by Chang [64] and can 
well solve this problem. OFDM is implemented by using (inverse-) discrete Fourier 
transform (DFT) or its more computational efficient implementation, (inverse-) fast 
Fourier transform (FFT) [66]. Therefore, it can generate the orthogonality among 
the signals on the subcarriers. With rectangular pulse shape, such orthogonality can 
be obtained by choosing a subcarrier spacing equal to the reciprocal of the symbol 
duration per subcarrier Ts, see Fig. 2.10. In this way, as shown in Fig. 2.11, the 
spectrum efficiency is obviously improved. The M c parallel modulated data symbols of 
duration Ts are referred to an OFDM symbol with assigned OFDM frequency spacing 
1/TS. By increasing the number of subcarriers, the OFDM spectrum approaches an 
ideal rectangular shaping within the bandwidth.
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Normalized frequency by 1/Ts
Figure 2.10: Power Spectrum of OFDM signal.
f
(a) Spectrum use Of FDM: Band gap between sub-channels
• Bandwidth Saving .
(b) Spectrum use Of OFDM: Orthogonal sub-channels
Figure 2.11: Spectrum efficiency of OFDM vs FDM.
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Figure 2.12: Cyclic prefix (guard interval) of OFDM symbol.
To further completely remove the ISI effect, a guard interval is added to OFDM symbol. 
The guard interval is chosen larger than the expected delay spread, so that multi-path 
components from one symbol can not interfere with the next symbol. The guard inter­
val could consist of no signal at all. In this case, however, the problem of inter-carrier 
interference (ICI) would arise again since the orthogonality among the signals is de­
stroyed. To eliminate such ICI, the transmitted symbol is cyclically extended in the 
guard interval, which is named cyclic prefix (CP) (see Fig. 2 .12). This ensures that 
delayed replicas of the symbol always have an integer number of cycles within the FFT 
interval,as long as the delay is smaller than the guard interval. As a result, multi-path 
signals with delays smaller than the guard interval can not cause ICI anymore. Gener­
ally, an OFDM symbol containing the transmitted information, and its corresponding 
CP make up an OFDM block, the process is referred to OFDM modulation. The 
general OFDM modulation structure is displayed in Fig. 2.13.
Assumed an OFDM signal x sent from the transmitter. At receiver, the received signal 
can be represented as
L—l
r(t) =  hi(t)x (it - n  -  St) +  v(t),  (2.30)
1=0
where, hi(t), 77 are the multi-path tap gain and delay respectively, as explained in 
(2 .6 ), 6t is the system timing offset, 6o(t) and 6f are the phase offset and frequency 
offset due to the oscillator mismatch etc, and v(t) is AWGN noise with zero mean 
and variance N 0. From (2.30), it shows that frequency offset, phase noise as well as 
the Doppler spread can destroyed the orthogonality of OFDM signals, this can cause
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Figure 2.13: A baseband OFDM modulation structure.
the ICI. Meanwhile, the timing offset also increases the sensitivity of system to Delay 
spread, which can correspondingly change the channel selectivity character. Therefore, 
OFDM system is quite sensitive to the time and frequency synchronisation issues. 
Throughout this thesis, the synchronisation and interference issues ares not 
the scope, so that the concerned system s are generally assumed to be with  
perfect frequency and tim e synchronisation, the CP length is larger than  
the maximum channel length.
2.2.2 OFDM A: a  m ultiple-access s tru c tu re
OFDM can be used for broadcasting systems or single-user equivalent transmission sys­
tem. However, in cellular wireless systems, multiple access is always basic requirement. 
So, considering OFDM mature as the basic technology and extending it to multiple 
access scheme attract a strong interest recently. A prominent example of this trend 
is represented by the orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), which 
results from a combination of OFDM with a frequency division multiple access. This 
technology is the primary alternative in latest wireless broadband standard proposals
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Pilot Sub curriers
Figure 2.14: An example of OFDMA structure.
such as IEEE 802.16 WiMaX [14, 15, 67]. In OFDMA systems, the available subcarriers 
are divided into several mutually exclusive clusters (subbands) that are assigned to dis­
tinct users for simultaneous transmission. Since the users need share the transmission 
resource and transmitted via different channels, OFDMA has to face extra multi-access 
synchronisation, multi-access interference as well as multi-user competition for radio 
resource allocation compared to single user OFDM system. Fig. 2.14 shows an example 
of the OFDMA structure.
Consider an OFDMA system with M  subcarriers and accommodating a maximum of K, 
active users. Each user can transmit the information over M (^ (A/)/(/C)) subcarriers3. 
Users are not allowed to share the common subcarrier. Prior to transmission, the /c-th 
user can map a n M x l information-bearing symbol block 4 s i* \ * * * > sj j  J T
(T denotes the transpose) onto an M  x 1 symbol block This mapping process can 
be implemented by inserting zeros into the corresponding place-difference between s W 
and x(K\  Consideration two users with the index /c2 («i f  the mapping result 
should fulfil
D =  0, (2.31)
where D (a) stands for the diagonal matrix with the vector a in its diagonal, and 0
for the zero matrix (or vector). Then, the block x^KT goes through the communication
3The number of subcarriers allocated to each user is not necessarily identical. Here, it is assumed 
to be identical for convenience.
4the information-bearing symbol block usually contains two parts: payload symbols and 
pilot symbols p (K\  and -t- p ^ KK
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channel with the frequency response h ^ ', The received block at the receiver is the
superposition of JC user blocks, i.e.,
K.-1
r =  D  ( h ^ )  x<*> +  v, (2.32)
k=0
where v  is the additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance J\fQ. Eqn.
(2.32) is available for either downlink or uplink scenario. In the case of downlink, which 
can be equivalent to a broadcasting scenario, the is actually same for different users 
from the receiver point of view. However, this is not true in the uplink scenario since 
each user has its own communication channel. Form an M  x M  diagonal matrix A ^  =  
[D ( (x(K)) (I denotes the pseudo inverse). Due to the fact A ^ ^ x .^  =  0 for
k fa Kd, we can left-multiply r with to filter out other users and obtain
y(Kd) — A^Kd^ V,
=  A ^ D  ( h ^ )  x ^  +  A (rerf)v. (2.33)
Then, the multi-user problem can be simplified into the single-user equivalent problem. 
This simplification benefits from the assumption regarding the perfect time-frequency 
synchronisation. If this assumption does not hold in some cases, the linear model (2.33) 
should have an additional term with respect to the inter-user interference. Then, the 
channel estimation should be carried out jointly with the interference cancellation or 
synchronisation. However, this issue is not in the scope throughout this thesis. In the  
following contents of the thesis, the discussion is based on the linear m odel
(2.33), and the user index (/€</) can be om itted for convenience.
2.2.3 Radio resource p a rtitio n in g  of OFDM A
The user allocation of OFDMA relies on the radio resource partitioning. There are usu­
ally three different schemes, interleaved-OFDMA, subband-OFDMA and chunk-based 
OFDMA. For the interleaved-OFDMA, subcarrier is the basic resource unit. The sub­
carriers are independently allocated to users based on certain interleaving approaches. 
This scheme can enjoy the maximum diversity gain, but has difficulty in channel es­
timation and prediction in uplink communication. In the case of subband-OFDMA,
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Fraqut i cy
a group of adjacent subcarriers along frequency direction are allocated to one user. 
Compared to the interleaved-OFDMA, subband-based scheme can successfully carry 
out the channel estimation/prediction in uplink, because it can involve enough pilots 
within each user band. However, this also scarifies the diversity gain. Different to the 
interleaved- and subband- schemes, the basic radio resource partitioning unit for chunk 
based scheme is a two-dimension chunk. As illustrated in Fig. 2.15, a chunk consists 
of a rectangular time-frequency area that contains a number of payload symbols and 
pilot symbols, so that the channel estimation can be independently performed within 
each chunk. The chunk size is carefully designed for the appropriate radio interface 
delay and feedback delays, such that the channel within a chunk should not be consid­
erably selective along either the time or the frequency. Usually this change in channel 
can be regarded to be linearly varying. Hence, the chunk-based scheme can not only 
successfully carry out the channel estimation (pilots are contained within each chunk) 
in uplink, but can still enjoy very good diversity gain (the chunk size is much smaller 
than coherence bandwidth or coherence time, and the chunks allocated to a user can 
be randomly interleaved over the whole frequency-time signal band). Generally, it is a 
very attractive scheme and deserved for further investigation.
Introducing the chunk concept into the OFDMA system can change a little bit the 
system structure. Fig. 2.16 illustrates the block diagram of the chunk-based OFDMA
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Figure 2.16: Block diagram for the chunk-based OFDMA uplink structure.
system. Prior to transmission, each user should perform resource partitioning (to al­
locate the information-bearing symbols in the form of chunks) and chunk mapping (to 
map the chunks over the whole signal-band based on interleaving schemes). Let K{ 
be the chunk size in frequency. Each user can equally split the symbol block s into 
Nf =  ( M ) / ( A f )  sub-blocks, i.e., s =  [ s J ,s |\  • • • , _ x] . Then, s can be mapped onto
x  by inserting iff  x 1 zero-blocks among sub-blocks. Let K t be the chunk size in time. 
The mapping pattern for x  should be identical for at least K t OFDM blocks. To reflect 
clearly the chunk concept, the single-user equivalent model (2.33) can be expressed as 
the following time-frequency form
y n =  A D  (hn) x n +  A v n, 0 ^ n ^ K t — 1. (2.34)
If the matrix product Qn =  A D  ( f n j  is known at the receiver, we can employ the
channel equalisers such as zero-forcing approach (2.35) or linear minimum mean square
error (LMMSE) equaliser (5.4) [68] for the channel equalisation.
Zn =  S U n -  (2.35)
Then, the symbol detection can be performed on z n. The channel equalisation needs 
hn, which is obtained via the pilots contained within each chunk. This approach is
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called PACE. So, how is PACE carried out for the chunk-based OFDMA? To answer 
this question needs begin from (lwhat is the PACE”?
2.3  P ilo t a ssisted  channel e stim ation
PACE contains two aspects: Pilot designs at the transmitter and estimation algorithms 
at the receiver. The pilot design is also referred to pilot-assisted transmission (PAT) 
design in the literature. It includes the design of power, number and placement etc of 
pilot symbols, and usually relates to the estimation algorithm specified for the system 
depending on certain communication environment and setups.
2.3.1 PAT designs (pilot designs)
PAT multiplexes known symbols (pilots) with information data together, the pilots and 
the specific multiplexing schemes are known at the receiver, and can be exploited for 
channel estimation, data detection, and optimal decoding. The first analytical approach 
to the design of PAT was presented by Cavers [69], then more and more interest kept 
growing in the design of PATs for wireless communication. PAT is prevalent in modern 
communication, the GSM system [70], North America TDMA [71], CDMA-2000 [72], 
HyperLAN II [73] as well as the more latest standards all employ pilots as part of the 
transmission scheme.
PAT helps simplify the challenging task of receiver design for unknown channels. The 
presence of pilots also offers the possibility of link recovery from outages. The more 
frequently pilot symbols are transmitted, the better estimation and tracking. However, 
on the other hand, pilots carry no information about the data, the time spent on sending 
pilots is time missed for transmitting information. The power allocated to pilots is 
power taken from data. All of these should be clarified for practical and theoretical 
levels, and there remains a strong requirement for optimum or near-optimum pilot 
design. The number of pilots, the power allocated for pilots, the placements of the 
pilots all affect the systems performance measured by the reliable transmission rate, 
bit error rate (BER) or the mean square error of the estimation.
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PAT design is primarily a transmitter technique, however, the receiver characteristics 
must also be taken into account. Usually, the PAT transmitter design is based on a 
specific receiver estimation/detection method. Once a pilot scheme is chosen, it may 
be standardised for a specific application. It is therefore important that a PAT scheme 
is optimal or near optimal for a wide range of channel conditions. Furthermore, since 
there may be different design constraints and objectives, the optimality of PAT can be 
designed based on different criteria.
To further clearly explain the PAT, the discussion is going to be from two points of 
view: Information theory and signal processing on communication. The former can be 
regarded as global measurement, while the latter is from the point of specific measure­
ments. Followed by, the conventional contribution and open problems for OFDM(A) 
systems are being discussed as well.
2.3.1.1 Information theoretic aspect
Reliable transmission at rate R  requires the existence of encoding and decoding schemes, 
which can make the detection error probability arbitrarily small when the code length 
is sufficiently long. Shannon capacity measures the maximum rate of the reliable trans­
mission among all transmitter-receiver designs. However, Shannon theory neither re­
quires nor disqualifies the PAT when the channel is unknown [74, 75]. Therefore, the 
information theoretical metrics for PAT should be with some fixed transmitter-receiver 
structure.
Shannon’s characterisation of the achievable rate is through the use of mutual informa­
tion [76]. The optimal PAT design that maximises channel capacity requires expressing 
mutual information as a function of PAT parameters and maximising the mutual infor­
mation with respect to these parameters and channel input distribution. Unfortunately, 
the required mutual information is often difficult to obtain. In some situations, bounds 
[77, 78] on the achievable rate can be obtained and optimised with respect to PAT 
parameters [79]-[81].
Consider a flat-fading time-varying channel model
yi ~  hiXi -|- Uj, (2.36)
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where hi is a stationary ergodic channel process, rc, the channel input, yi the output, and 
Vi is AWGN. Assuming that a fraction ?/ of the channel resource is used for transmitting 
pilots, e.g., for single carrier system, this may correspond to inserting pilots periodically 
with period I / 77, for multi-carriers systems with M  carriers, e.g. OFDM, this may be 
r)M carriers used for pilots. In addition, the power allocated for pilots is assumed to 
be a fraction of the total transmitted power P , i.e., cP.
Since the estimated channel process hi is available, (2.36) can be rewritten as
Vi — hiXi -j- CjXj -{- Vjj (2.37)
— Z i
where, e* =  hi — hi is the estimation error. The above equation resembles the model 
when the channel hi is known at receiver, the difference is that the noise is not 
necessarily Gaussian or independent of aq.
Take hi as part of the observation, then the capacity of above scheme is lower bounded 
by the mutual information /(•) (refered to (1 .2)) with any fixed independent and 
identically-distributed (i.i.d.) distribution of x,  [43],
•, 7101 — ?7
C I- lim inf -— -  Y 1 ( xi> Vt> h )  
no-^00 no r - f  v /7—1 
1 — _n °_
=  lim in f    Y 1 ( xi'> • (2.38)
n o —►oo n n  ^ \  /i=l
The equality holds due to applying the chain rule under the assumption that xi  is inde­
pendent of the channel estimate hi. In the case xi is zero mean Gaussian with variance 
(1 — <r)P, and the estimation hi is unbiased conditioned on hi, i.e., E (fii — h{\hij =  0, 
the conditional mutual information I  (aq; Vi\hi^ can be lower bounded by [78]
i f a v i V k )  > E (k > g ( i +  (i -  _—  \ \  (239)
V ' \ V o* + (1-<)PE(\hi-}*?)%) JJ
The PAT design can be formulated as maximising the lower bound on the capacity. Let 
V  denote the set of PAT parameters that relates to 77, c and the placement of pilots. 
For any conditionally unbiased estimator hi, the optimal PAT scheme supremum the 
mutual information is given by [43]
sup lim inf — -5 Y  E flog  (1  +  \  (2.40)
V «o-oo n0 ^  \  cr2 +  (1 -  q)PeitV J V  X J
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where, =  E (|^  — hi\2\hi\ V). When hi is stationary Gaussian and the MMSE 
estimator is used, the estimation error e -^p is independent of hi. In some cases, the 
MMSE estimator is itself stationary, then the above expression can be simplified as [43]
Su p ( l - , ) E ( , o g ( l  +  ^ W _ ) ) .  (2.41)
The above optimisation is performed with respect to the pilots percentage 77, power 
allocation <r and the pilot placement.
Marzetta [74] first hit on the problem of pilots design using Shannon capacity, then, 
Hassibi and Hochwald [80] investigated the case of memoryless MIMO channels. They 
maximised a lower bound on channel capacity, a MIMO version of (2.41), with respect 
to the number of pilots used in the block and the power allocated to pilots. They found 
the optimal number of pilots is equal to the number of transmitters when the training 
and data powers are allowed to vary. In the low SNR range with short coherence time 
situation, the PAT scheme incurred a substantial penalty, and can lead to bad channel 
estimates. However, PAT was close to being optimal in high SNR and long coherence 
time range. This indicates a negligible price paid to obtaining high quality estimate. 
Meanwhile, it has been explored by Lapidoth and Shamai [78] that the channel estimate 
can be used as “perfect” when the second moment of the error is negligible compared 
to the reciprocal of SNR.
In the ease of memory channel, where the position of pilots can affect the performance 
significantly, it is shown in [81] that the optimal placement maximising the capacity 
lower bound (2.41) is the periodic placement. For the single carrier system with TDM 
training, the optimal placement is a quasi-periodic placement, i.e., given a packet of 
pilots with data symbols, the pilots should be broken into as small cluster size as 
required, these clusters are placed as evenly in the packet as possible. For OFDM over 
block ergodic fading channels, the pilots should be periodically placed in frequency.
2.3.1.2 Signal processing perspective
Generally, the information-theoretic metrics are global measures of a communication 
system. Usually, we are interested in the optimality of specific configurations or system
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components. Unlike from the information theory aspect, the PAT design from the signal 
processing point of view need take into account both transmitter-receiver structures. In 
other words, at transmitter, PAT design focuses 011 the optimum pilot pattern: number 
of pilots, power of pilots, and allocation of pilots. However, such optimality is jointly 
based on the specific structure at receivers, i.e., channel estimator design, which is 
used to release the channel information from pilot symbols. The corresponding sensible 
measure can be the mean square error (MSE) of the estimator related to the design of 
PAT. Which can be generally represented as
MSE =  E ||h  — h ||2, (2.42)
where h  is defined as the vector of channel frequency coefficients (i.e., channel-frequency- 
response (CFR)), || • || the Frobenius norm. Because it is desirable to analyse the perfor­
mance of the design of optimal PAT without relying on the specific algorithm used at 
the receiver, the Cramer-Rao Bound (CRB) [82]-[85] is then chosen as a nature figure 
of merit.
E ||h -  h [|2 ^  r& { ^ - 1(h ,Sp)}, (2.43)
where, Tr{-} is the matrix trace, 7r - 1(h, Sp) is the Fisher information matrix and Sp is 
the matrix consisting of pilots.
The CRB may be formulated with both random5 and deterministic parameter models. 
Random models lead to useful insights into ensemble behaviour whereas deterministic 
models provide means for assessing specific realisations of channels and sources. The
channel CRB may also be a function of the unknown data transmitted simultaneously
with the pilots.
2.3.2 E stim ation  algorithm s
The estimation algorithm is the criteria employed by the channel estimator at receivers, 
and plays roles to release the desired channel information via received pilots. It is usu­
ally specified for a systems based on the setup structure and communication scenarios. 
Generally, estimation algorithms contain two parts, one is to release the CSI from 
received pilots themselves; another is to interpolate based on the above released CSI.
5random parameter models can be described by modified CRB e.g., [86]
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2.3.2.1 Channel estim ation schemes (no interpolation)
The following general system model is designed in frequency domain representation,
y  =  X h  +  v, (2.44)
where, y  stands for a P  x 1 vector only containing P  received pilots, X  =  D (x), x  is 
a P  x 1 vector with transmitted pilots, h  the corresponding P x l  vector of frequency 
channel coefficients and v  the noise vector.
1) M axim um  likelihood estimation:
The optimum estimator is the one with maximum likelihood (ML) channel esti­
mation, the likelihood of the received data samples given the channel coefficients 
is maximised [68 , 87]. The ML solution can be expressed as
h M L =  argmaxp(yjh), (2.45)
h
where, p(a\b) denotes the probability density function (PDF) of a given b. The ML 
estimation offers optimum solution due to the exhaustive search over all possible
h. However, h  belongs to an infinitive set, thus searching all the correspond­
ing possibility results in significant computational complexity [52]. In practical 
systems, there are two widely employed channel estimation solutions, which can 
provide near-optimum performance [68].
2) Least square estimation:
The most straight-forward type of estimator is the least-square (LS) estimation 
[24], [88]-[93], the LS channel coefficient estimate is defined by
Els =  argmin(y -  X h )w (y -  X h), (2.46)
h
where n  is defined as the Hermitian. By differentiating with respect to each chan­
nel coefficient and setting the result to zero, the following closed form expression 
for the LS channel estimate can be obtained:
fiLS =  ( X ^ X r 'X *  y  =  X*y- (2.47)
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Take into the system model (2.44), the above estimate can be rewritten as
hLS =  h  +  X"*v, (2.48)
Assume v  is additional white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance JV0,
the correlation properties of h  are transferred to Iils and its covariance matrix
becomes
R £ls£lS =  +  <2-49)
where R j-j- is the channel covariance matrix.
3) M inimum mean square error estimation:
Minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimation is quite attractive approach 
since it can minimise the MSE performance. MMSE approach treats the channel 
coefficients as random variables, however, it is independent of the distribution of 
the channel coefficients, though it does depend on the moments. On the other 
hand, the MMSE approach require the channel covariance matrix R^fi primarily 
known at the transmitter, this will significantly improve the complexity.
The MMSE estimation has been defined as [24]
Lmmse =  argm jnE{(h -  ii)n (h -  h)}, (2.50)
h
and can be simplified as linear MMSE (LMMSE) format6 [87, 91, 92, 94, 95, 96]
hMMSE =  Rr.~ R 7 1 S hLS, (2.51)
hhLS h LSh Ls
where, R~~ denotes the correlation matrix between the real channel coefficients
h«LS
h and the corresponding LS estimate.
(2.51) can be further rewritten as
hMMSE =  Rfifi (Ri.fi +  M .(X X W) - 1) -1  &LS. (2.52)
6In many cases, it is not possible to determine a closed form for the MMSE estimator shown in 
(2.50). In these cases, one possibility is to seek the technique minimising the MSE within a particular 
class, such as the class of linear estimators. The LMMSE estimator is the estimator achieving minimum 
MSE among all estimators of the form L mmse — w y, where w  is the MMSE filter, y  is received symbols 
referred to (2.44). On the other hand, if h and y  are jointly Gaussian, the MMSE estimator is linear. 
As a consequence, to find the MMSE estimator, it is sufficient to find the LMMSE estimator. Therefore, 
for wireless communication, the MMSE channel estimator is usually a LMMSE channel estimator.
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Figure 2.17: LS vs MMSE estimation.
From (2.52), MMSE approach can effectively remove the noise compared to LS 
approach from the statistical point of view. However, when the noise is arbi­
trary small, e.g., in high-SNR range, MMSE approach actually becomes the LS 
approach.
Fig. 2.17 shows the performance comparison of LS and MMSE estimation. Clearly, 
in the low- and moderate-SNR range (SNR < 22 dB), MMSE estimation obviously 
outperforms the LS estimation because it can well mitigate the noise impact. However, 
with the SNR increasing (SNR > 22 dB), noise becomes ignorable, both schemes can 
offer almost same performance.
2.3.2.2 Channel interpolation schemes
The objective of channel estimation is to obtain the channel information on the locations 
occupied by data symbols. This can be implemented by interpolation of the released
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CSI on the received pilots. The basic idea of interpolation is to perform the model- 
based curve fitting in the frequency-domain. In this section, three interpolation schemes 
widely employed are going to be introduced. Channel interpolation usually relates to 
the number and allocations of employed pilots as well as the initial channel estimates 
on pilot positions discussed in previous section. Therefore, we first define the P  pilots, 
which are placed on the locations { P i,P 2 , • • • ,P p}.
1) Polynomial interpolation
The principle of polynomial interpolation is modelling the channel as a poly­
nomial function [50, 51, 97, 98]. An rth order polynomial coefficient vector 
a  =  [ao,ai,--- ,a r]T and g{ =  [ir , ir~ 1, • • • , 1]T are denoted, where i is the in­
dex of the interpolated channels 7, the polynomial interpolation is based 011 the 
following interpolation model
hi =  g j a .  (2.53)
The coefficient vector a  can be estimated via the received pilots. Assume the LS 
channel estimation has been first performed on the P  pilots as shown in (2.47). 
The P  x 1 vector L ls is accordingly obtained. Then the polynomial channel 
interpolation can be expressed as
a  — G^hLs, (2.54)
where, G p is P  x (r +  1) matrix with g j p on its pth  row, p  E [0, P  — 1]. So the 
desired channel interpolation can be obtained as
hi =  g j a .  (2.55)
When the polynomial order r  =  1 and r — 2, then it becomes the well known 
linear interpolation and second-order interpolation respectively, which are widely 
used in the practical pilot assisted wireless communication systems.
7The channel interpolation approaches introduced in this section, i.e., polynomial interpolation, the 
following DFT interpolation as well as Wiener filtering, can be employed for channel estimation along 
both frequency and time directions. Therefore, the index i  can stand for the interpolation index either 
of the frequency and time directions. In the case of the frequency direction, i  can be replaced by
frequency index k; in the case of time direction, i  be replaced by time index n  (or t).
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2) Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) interpolation
DFT interpolation benefits from the phenomenon that the channel can be mod­
elled as an FIR filter, e.g., FIR channel model for frequency direction. It is 
widely employed in OFDMA downlink for the frequency-direction channel esti­
mation [24, 47, 48, 95, 99, 100, 101], and the specific frequency-direction DFT  
interpolation model is represented as 8
hi =  f? h  (2.56)
where, ft =  [1, exp(—j2 m /M ,  • • * , exp(—j2 m (L —l)/M ))]T and h =  [ho, hi, • • • , h^_ 
is L x l  channel impulse response vector. This approach requires to first estimate 
h via pilots, it can be obtained by
h =  Ft h LS, (2.57)
where, F p is P  x L matrix with fp on its pth row. Then the channel interpolation 
can be obtained by
U  =  f f h .  (2.58)
Differing from the polynomial interpolation, DFT interpolation does not further 
induce the mismatch between the interpolation channel models and (near-)actual 
channel models, this is so called interpolation error, which is another factor to 
affect the overall estimation error in addition to the noise-induced error. On the 
other hand, to successfully carry out the DFT interpolation requires the number 
of pilots should be equal or larger than the maximum channel length (i.e., P  ^ L), 
otherwise, the matrix F p can not be guaranteed full-rank.
In practical systems, DFT and polynomial channel interpolation are often car­
ried out with LS channel estimation, this is usually called LS-based estimation 
approaches.
3) Wiener filtering
Wiener filtering is also called LMMSE-based estimation, it is used to obtain the 
MMSE channel estimates even on the positions related to data symbols [46], [102]
8The explanation here is still available for the case of time direction with re-definition of f  and h  
based on (2.29).
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Figure 2.18: MSE performance: LS-based estimation approach (linear interpolation) 
vs LMMSE-based estimation approach (Wiener filtering) (OFDMA Uplink).
-[106]. In general, it is given by
hi =  Rfi.fi (Rfifi + M o (X X Hr 1y 1 h L S . (2.59)
where  ^ is the cross correlation vector between the channel at the pilot clusters 
and the channel at index i. However, Wiener filtering depends on the channel 
covariance matrix, this is usually very difficult and complex to obtain in practical 
systems. In addition, it is appropriate to remark here that the Wiener filtering 
can be carried out with any amount of pilots. When the number of employed 
pilots is equal or larger than the maximum channel length (i.e., P  ^  L), the 
interpolation error can be completely mitigated as well, this has been proved in 
the following section 3.1.1.5.
The performance comparison between LS-based estimation approaches and LMMSE- 
based estimation approaches are plotted in Figs. 2.18 - 2.21 based on OFDMA along 
frequency-direction, the system setup refers to the WINNER FDD modus explained in 
Appendix B. The information-bearing symbols are drawn from QPSK constellation with
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Figure 2.19: MSE performance: LS-based estimation approach (DFT interpolation) vs 
LMMSE-based estimation approach (Wiener filtering) (OFDMA Downlink).
OFDMA Uplink
Figure 2.20: BER performance: LS-based estimation approach (linear interpolation) 
vs LMMSE-based estimation approach (Wiener filtering) (OFDMA Uplink).
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OFDMA Downlink 
LS-based (DFT interpolation) Vs LMMSE-based (Wiener filtering)
: ::::: :: I LS-t dfDFT t pol tion)~"
—O — LMMSE-based (Wiener filtering)
Figure 2.21: BER performance: LS-based estimation approach (DFT interpolation) vs 
LMMSE-based estimation approach (Wiener filtering) (OFDMA Downlink).
equal-probability. In the uplink scenario, LS-based linear interpolation and LMMSE- 
based Wiener filtering which are widely used in practical systems are employed for 
such comparison. Corresponding MSE and BER performance are shown in Fig. 2.18 
and Fig. 2.20 respectively. Clearly LMMSE-based approach offers better performance 
in terms of both MSE and BER. However, such performance improvement actually 
benefits from the requirement of channel knowledge, which can significantly increase 
the complexity.
In the downlink, the LS-based DFT interpolation approach is employed for comparison 
because there are enough pilots to satisfy the condition P  ^ L. Corresponding MSE 
and BER performance are drawn in Figs. 2.19 and Fig. 2.21 respectively. It is shown 
that the LMMSE-based approach still outperforms the LS-based approach. However 
the performance difference, especially BER, is not very significant.
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Figure 2.22: Training scheme.
2.3.3 PACE for O FD M (A ) system s
The pilots design for OFDM systems has been well documented in literature. Gen­
erally, there are two kinds of schemes. One is called training scheme, in which all 
the subcarriers are allocated for pilots, the OFDM block with such pilots is called 
OFDM training block (see Fig. 2.22). In this case, no interpolation scheme is required, 
both LS estimation and LMMSE estimation can be employed depending on the system 
requirements, e.g., complexity, and estimation accuracy. For single-transmitter com­
munication (e.g., SISO), there is no further requirement on the designs of pilot- number 
and placement, the only issue needed to be considered is the pilots’ power allocation. 
It has been proved that an equal-powered solution is optimum to achieve the MMSE 
[47, 107]. When considering the multiple-transmitters communication (e.g., MIMO), 
the trainings are required to be not only equal-powered, but phase-orthogonal among 
transmitters. [101, 108].
Another scheme is called pilot scattering scheme, in which pilots are scattered within 
the frequency-time areas, each OFDM contains pilots as well as payload symbols, (see 
Fig. 2.23). The number of the pilots allocated in each OFDM block is usually required
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Figure 2.23: Pilot scattering scheme.
to be equal or larger than the maximum channel length in order to carry out the 
LS-based DFT interpolation or LMMSE-based Wiener filtering (LS-based polynomial 
interpolation can also be employed depending on system requirements). In this case, 
no interpolation-error occurs and the pilots are required to be allocated with equal- 
spacing, equal-power over the whole signal band to achieve the optimum performance 
(i.e., minimum noise-induced error) for single-transmitter communication [48, 49]. In 
the case of multiple-transmitter communication, the optimum solution also requires 
pilots to be phase-orthogonal to each other besides the above requirements [101].
Compare these two schemes with corresponding optimum solutions as well as the same 
number of pilots, in time-invariant channels, both can offer the same performance. 
However, in time-varying channels, the pilot scattering scheme can better track the time 
variance of the channel, but training scheme can offer better initial channel estimations. 
Therefore, in practical systems, training are usually employed in the preamble symbols 
to provide the initial channel information, and pilot scattering is often used for the 
channel estimation.
For OFDMA systems, the pilot designs and specification of estimation algorithms rely
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on the communication environment and system setup. In OFDMA downlink, each 
user can employ all the transmitted pilots, which are called common pilots, for channel 
estimation. The downlink scenario can be reasonably regarded as single-user equiva­
lent scenario. Therefore, the PACE designs with corresponding pilot optimisation for 
OFDM systems mentioned above are still available. In another words, LS-based DFT  
interpolation approach and the LMMSE-based Wiener filtering can be employed as the 
channel estimator for downlink. The amount of pilots should be at least equal to the 
maximum channel length to mitigate the interpolation error, and the noise-induced 
error can be minimised by allocating those pilots with equal-spacing and equal-power 
over the whole signal band. MMSE performance of PACE can be then achieved.
However, in uplink communications, pilots sent by each user cannot be exploited by the 
other users for channel estimation. When users are organised in FDM A manner, there 
may not be enough pilots for carrying out the channel estimation approaches employed 
in downlink scenario. Then, the preferable choice is either LS-based polynomial channel 
interpolation or LMMSE-based Wiener filtering. In this situation, the pilot designs 
are different with respect to the estimation approaches. For example, the pilots are 
suggested put 011 the both edges of the each user band to minimise the noise for LS-based 
linear interpolation [51]; for uplink LMMSE-based Wiener filtering, the transmitted 
pilots are usually required to be placed with equal-spacing and equal-power over each 
user own band, and the pilot spacing should satisfy the Nyquist Sampling theorem [53],
i.e.,
(2.60) is used for time direction, Ts the OFDM block duration, and Mt the time- 
direction pilot-spacing with the basic unit of OFDM block; (2.61) is used for the fre­
quency direction, where rmax is the maximum channel delay, A /  the subcarrier spacing 
and M f  the frequency-direction pilot-spacing with the basic unit of subcarrier. These 
solutions have already been practically used in lots of communication systems.
In table 2.2, a brief summary of current PACE for SISO OFDMA systems is listed.
/maxTsMt <  1/2
rmaxA f M j  <  1/2.
(2.60)
(2.61)
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Downlink Uplink
Available pilots for 
PACE for each user
All transmitted pilots 
( P > L )
user own dedicated pilots
( P < L )
Estimation algorithm LS-based DFT interpolation; 
LMMSE-based Wiener filtering.
LS-based polynomial interpolation; 
LMMSE-based Wiener filtering.
Estimation error source Noise-induced error Noise-induced error; 
Interpolation error.
Pilots design Allocated over whole signal band; 
Equal-powered; 
Equal-spaced.
Allocated over user own band; 
Equal-powered; 
Equal-spaced 
(spacing obeys (2.60),(2.61)).
Performance minimum noise-induced error 
(optimum pilots design solution)
minimum noise-induced error
Table 2.2: Conventional PACE for OFDMA systems. 
2 .4  R esearch  m otivation
As discussed, polynomial channel interpolation (as well as Winier filtering for uplink 
scenario) can introduce the interpolation error. Unlike the noise-induced error, it can 
not be reduced by increasing the SNR. In fact, the interpolation error can be the 
dominant factor of PACE performance particularly in high-SNR range, where noise- 
induced error is not comparable, or high-mobility environments, where the mismatch 
between the polynomial interpolation models and time-varying channels is usually sig­
nificant. Meanwhile, future high-data-rate mobile communications more often operate 
in high-SNR ranges and high-mobility environments, and require more accurate PACE 
performance. In this case, the interpolation error can be more detrimental to such 
systems. Unfortunately, the current PACE designs with corresponding pilots optimi­
sation rarely take into account of the impact of interpolation error, and mainly targets 
on the minimum noise. This can potentially reduce the reliability of the communica­
tion systems. Therefore, the above situation motivates to investigate the impact of 
the interpolation on PACE, as well as to propose enhanced PACE designs by consider-
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mg the interpolation error in addition to the noise-induced error for OFDMA uplinks, 
especially the emerging proposals like chunk-based OFDMA.
In OFDMA downlink, pilots are usually uniformly distributed along the frequency di­
rection with equal-spacing and equal-power allocation. In this case, to further increase 
pilots overhead, i.e., to transmit more pilots or to allocate more power to pilots, can 
effectively improves the PACE accuracy, this way has been employed in practical sys­
tems due to its simplicity and effectiveness [14, 15]. However, this can also cause the 
waste of radio resource allocated for data transmission because of the occupation by 
pilots. Therefore, investigation on PACE designs by considering above efficiency issues 
becomes another interesting research topic.
Chapter
Pilot Placement for Chunk-Based 
OFDMA Uplink
Chunk-based OFDMA has been widely employed in practical systems, and the basic 
radio resource unit is chunk, which contains pilots and payload symbols. The pilots are 
often employed for PACE. In downlink communications, pilot symbols received by a 
user only carry the channel information between the access point and this user. This is 
referred to as single-user equivalent scenarios where access points often send a sufficient 
number of common pilots for estimation of channel impulse response. As shown in 
chapter 2, PACE for downlink scenarios has already received extensive investigation in 
terms of estimation algorithms and optimum pilot designs.
In the uplink, pilot symbols sent by an user cannot be exploited by the other users 
to perform channel estimation, i.e., there is 110 sense of “common pilots”. Each user 
can only exploit private pilots to estimate part of CFR that is within its own user 
band. In this scenario, channel estimation approaches are often based 011 polynomial 
interpolation algorithms. For example, linear channel interpolation is suitable for many 
practical scenarios where the channel is often not considerably selective (or linearly se­
lective) between two neighbouring pilots. On the other hand, the linear interpolation 
algorithm introduces interpolation error due to mismatch between the reconstructed 
linear channel model and actual CFR (generated by the near-actual channel models).
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The interpolation error can significantly affect both estimation and detection perfor­
mance in the high-SNR or high mobility scenario, in particular for these high-data-rate 
systems, which more often operate in such above environments. However, the conven­
tional pilot designs for (chunk-based) OFDMA uplink mainly concern 011 minimising the 
noise-induced error (e.g., [50]-[51]), so investigation of pilot designs by taking into ac­
count of interpolation error becomes very important and urgent. Consider an OFDMA 
system without feedback link, the power of pilots are usually required to be identical, 
in this case, pilot placements turn to be an important issue to be investigated.
Moreover, the channel estimation for a single chunk is very demanded. This is because 
chunks for the specific user may not be adjacently placed along the time-frequency 
direction, for instance the interleaved OFDMA. Therefore, the optimisation of pilot 
placement for a certain band, particularly a single chunk, becomes very important.
3.1 P ilo t p lacem en ts for single-chunk scenario
In the chunk-based OFDMA system, the number of chunks and the chunk placement 
for each user can be very flexible. Therefore, the channel estimation is usually carried 
out for an individual chunk. In order to clarify the presentation, we can filter out other 
chunks in (2.33) and focus on the desired chunk1. Denoting the superscript to be 
the label for the desired chunk. The received chunk for an certain user can be expressed 
as
Here, D  (*) is defined in (2.31) as a diagonal matrix, y A  is a Iff x 1 block, the 
channel frequency response within the desired chunk, x ^  one of the sub-blocks in the 
set x n, and the corresponding noise.
/ j\
As mentioned in chapter 2 , the block xfr contains the pilots symbols and the payload 
symbols, therefore it can be rewritten x ld  ^ =  -f p„d\  where sn and pn are Ify x 1 
vectors standing for the payload symbols and pilots within the desired chunks respec­
tively. In chunk-based OFDMA, the pilot symbols and payload symbols are orthogonal
1 Since chunks are orthogonal to each other, this operation can be easily implemented by employ a 
frequency-domain digital filter.
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to each other, and do not share the common subcarrier. In other words, when the 
subcarrier is used for transmitting non-zero information in sn, it is zeros in pn, and 
vice versa. Therefore, the received pilot information ynd,P^  can be separated from the 
received payload symbols y id,s\  (yj? =  y id,p  ^+  y id’sl), since they have same orthogo­
nal rules as the corresponding transmitted symbols. So, the received pilot symbols can 
expressed as below
=  D(h<ld) )p n +  v^»>,
=  D (p n)h ld> +  vid'P), (3.2)
The objective of channel estimation is to estimate the Kf x Kt channel matrix H /d) =
[h<d),h<d),--- ,hg>_J. Define a K , x K t matrix Y<d-ri =  [y?’p),y id'p),--- ,yg;p\].
The estimation of H /d) can be implemented as
jjH) =  W Y (d,p) f ,  (3.3)
where W  is a Kf  x K{ matrix, and W  a K t x K t matrix. The format of these two 
matrices is related to the specific interpolation approach, which will be introduced in 
following sections. Because the main consideration focuses on PACE on a 
chunk, the label (d) ancl (p) can be om itted for convenience in the following 
content of this chapter.
In addition, due to the investigation scope o f this chapter is about pilot 
placem ents, it is assumed that non-zero pilot symbols have the identical 
power (denoted by £p). This assumption is also employed in chapter 4 and 
chapter 5.
From (3.3), the 2-dimensional (2D) model-based interpolation approach [50] can be 
certainly employed. However, it is extremely difficult to analyse the estimation error, 
especially the interpolation error, for the 2D approach. Alternatively, the channel esti­
mation can be carried out separately for the frequency direction and the time direction. 
As shown in [46], the performance difference from 2D approaches is not considerable. 
Most importantly, this approach can clearly disclose the impact of channel estimation 
error in frequency and time.
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3.1 .1  C on sid eration  o f  frequency d irection
We first investigate the situation with LS-based channel estimation. As discussed in 
section 2.2.3, the channel within a chunk is almost linearly varying along both the time 
and the frequency direction. Therefore, the matrices W  and W  in (3.3) can reasonably 
play the role of linear interpolation.
Along frequency direction, assuming vector p n consists P  non-zero pilots and (Kf — P)  
zeros. Since the channel frequency response within a chunk is approximately linear, h n 
can be replaced by h n , which is expressed as the following linear mathematical form 
(i.e., linear interpolation model)
hn «  hn =  [g j; g j;  • • • ; gj{ J a, (3.4)
v v /
- G
where a =  [ao.n, ai,n]T stands for the coefficients for the linear model, and gfc =  [k, 1]T, 
Plugging (3.4) into (3.2) results in
y n =  D  (p„) G an +  v„. (3.5)
Define Qn — D  (pn) G. Assuming the number of pilots P  ^ 2 , Qn has full column rank, 
the channel identifiability is then guaranteed. Then the estimate a  can be obtained by
o> =  & ly n- (3*6)
Therefore, the channel estimate can be obtained via the following linear processing
hn =  Lr^^yn,
=  G g t D (pn) h n +  GC?tvn- (3*7)
The mean-square-error (MSE) of the channel estimate can be calculated as follow.
h n  h n (3.8)
where, K  — K{  for this frequency direction situation. The vector hn stands for the 
actual channels. However, due to of difficulty of its representation for analysis, it can 
be replaced by the near-actual channel models, i.e, the FIR channel. This is because:
1) the mismatch between the near-actual channel model and the actual channel model
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is usually negligible in comparison with the channel estimation error; 2) This is a well- 
recognised MSE calculation for channel estimation by the conventional research [51, 94]. 
Based on these, the MSE can be further represented as
where Ik  stands for the K  x K  identity matrix. Hence, (3.9) shows that the channel 
estimation error has two independent parts, i.e., the interpolation error, MSE;, and the 
noise-induced error, MSEn.
In many references (e.g., [51] and [98]), the interpolation error was ignored for evaluating 
the channel estimation performance. This is because the interpolation error may be 
not comparable with the noise-induced error for many cases (e.g., small chunk size and 
low SNR). However, the interpolation error can be considerable compared to noise- 
induced error with increasing both the chunk size and the SNR, and can be led to the 
dominant factor of the overall PACE performance in the scenarios such as high-SNR 
range. Meanwhile, from (3.9) and (3.10), the MSE; and MSEn are both related to the 
non-zero pilot placements (i.e., both of them are determined by the Qn). This implies 
that the pilot placements can be potentially optimised to minimise MSEi, MSEn as well 
as the overall MSE. In other words, it is interesting to investigate the pilot placements 
minimising the MSE,, MSEn and MSE respectively to see the impact of interpolation 
error and noise-induced error on the performance.
3.1.1.1 Pilot placem ent m inimising interpolation error
Along frequency direction, hn is part of frequency response of the FIR channel. The 
interpolation error M SEi in (3.9) is actually the mismatch between the linear inter­
polation model and FIR channel. Without loss of generality, hn can be expressed as 
below
M S E = 1  li-{© R ifl©w} + V 0 ||G a ;1||2 .
I A  ^------    ,-----------  s v- ^ 1 —1 "1.-----------  V ----------------  ,
MSE„ /
(3.9)
\  MSEi n
where Tr{-} denotes the matrix trace, R ^  =  S [h h w], and
©  = G 0 - 1D(pn)-I/f, (3.10)
(3.11)
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where hn is the channel impulse response with the size of L x 1, ft the L x l  vector, 
whose I th element is given by fk,i =  F kl (F =  exp(—J27t/M)). Then, the channel 
covariance matrix R^- can be expressed as
% £  =  F R hhF w, (3.12)
where Rhh =  P[hnh^]. (3.12) can be applied in (3.9) to obtain the interpolation error 
as below
MSE; =  T r{© FR hh(© F)w}. (3.13)
The following investigation is based on the assumption that Rhh can approximate to a
diagonal matrix, i.e., Rhh & diagjo-g,erf - ■ ■ jC2^ } .  which is reasonable particularly
when the wireless fading channel is rich in scattering [49],
Denote otb to be the kth  row vector of the matrix © F, i.e.,
O i =  8 f r t D ( p ) F - f f ,  (3.14)
which is obviously related to the specific pilot placement.
The interpolation error (3.13) can be re-written into the following form
K - l
MSEi =  Y  otkRhhoik
k—0
L —l  / K - l  \
= E 7? 1 E n 2 > (3-15)
z=0 \ k =0 /
where, for the /-th entry of a^.
From (3.15), it is easy to justify that the interpolation error MSE, is a function of the 
channel, which is represented by er2, and the pilot placement, which is represented by 
E t o 1 la 'fc,z|2- The aim of current investigation is finding the pilot placement minimising 
MSEi, then an interesting and important question first shows up: “Is the desired pilot 
placement also a function of the channel?” To answer it, the term XlfcXo1 \a k,l\2 becomes 
very important. This is because <r( ^  0 for arbitrary /th tap. In this case, if the value of 
£ £ ?  lajt j^2 regarding the optimum placement minimising MSEj is found to be always 
smaller than the values regarding any other placements, the optimum placement is then 
not related to the channel. Otherwise, it could be a function of channels. Based on 
these, the following lemma and theorem are given.
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Lem m a. 1 Suppose ex/. =  to be the criterion that minimizes M SEi in (3.15). 
Given an arbitrary criterion ex.}. =  c x f  fa a sufficient condition for the re­
sult Efcto1 1 i2 <  T.k=o|ct£2, |2 to be satisfied is that is sufficiently small (cf.
(V2) / ( 20tt)J.
P r o o f : See Appendix C.
T heorem . 1 Suppose K / M  <  (v/2)/(207r). MSE; in (3.15) is always minimised at 
( i )oifc =  et),' regardless of the channel covariance matrix Rhh-
Proof : Consider two channel covariance matrices, R ^ ,  Rjf^. Assume there exists 
o f f  fa a ©  that fulfils the following conditions:
E  >)" <  E  (3.16)
k=0 k=0
E  < 4 X M V  <  E  a i X X l V -  (3.17)
A;=0 k = 0
According to Lemma 1, (3.16) leads to the result I0-'!1/!2 <  E ^ t )1 W f  I2, mean­
while (3.17) leads the result Ek~o  l^ z  12 >  Efcio1 I2, However, such a a f  does
not exist. This theorem is therefore proved.
In practical chunk-based OFDMA systems, the ratio K / M  is often sufficiently small, 
for example WINNER systems [15], K / M  (<  0.0156) is smaller than (v /2)/(207t). In 
this case, according to Theorem 1, there exists a placement of P  pilots that minimises 
the linear interpolation error. Moreover, this pilot placement is independent of channel 
environments. Then the next or the most important objective is to find its closed form.
To find such pilot placement minimising the interpolation error, the partial derivative 
of MSEj with respect to parameters regarding pilot placement, e.g., first-pilot alloca­
tion and pilot-spacings, is usually required to be investigated. However, it is difficult to 
find the closed-form of the desired pilot placement for arbitrary number of pilots P. In 
fact, exhaustive search have been carried out for several simulation examples. The un­
presented results show that the pilot placement is very dependent of P.  However, the
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mathematical link between pilot placement and P  is very difficult to observe. Fortu­
nately, many practical systems often employ P  — 2 pilots for each chunk [14, 15]. This 
is because performing linear interpolation over 2 pilots can offer the satisfied perfor­
mance yet. This motivates us to investigate the closed-form of optimal pilot placement 
for the practical case P  — 2.
Assume that one pilot symbol is placed on the Afr-th subcarrier (K \  ^ 0), and the other 
is placed on the (K% =  K \  -I- <5)-th subcarrier (6 >  0 is the pilot spacing). Our objective 
is to find the optimum values K ° pt and $opt by minimising (3.15). This optimisation 
problem can be resolved by studying partial derivative of MSE; with respect to variables 
K \  (pilot location) or J (pilot spacing).
The partial derivative of M SEi with respect to K± is first studied,
where 9?(-) stands for the real part, * for the conjugate, for the Zth element of ctj.,
In the practical systems, the condition L <C M  often holds. By employing Taylor series,
sin(cc) — x — (xs)/(Q) +  o(x), cos(a;) =  1 — (x 2)/{2 ) +  (,t4)/(24) +  o(x), (3.18) can be
This result shows that both dMSEj/dAi and U are the third-order polynomial functions 
with respect to K \.  For the case of L  > 1, to find the solutions of the equation 
dM SE\/dK\  =  0 is equal to find the solutions of the equation U =  0 , which has three 
different real roots, and only one of them is positive, i.e.,
(3.18)
=  { ( f Kl -  (k -IU ~  < W fl -  tK2 +  -  K i )M ,<2), (3.19)
and
(3.20)
expressed as below
(3.22)
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From (3.21), it is indicates U <  0 for K \  =  —oo. we can justify U ^  0 for the case of 
K \  ^  K °pt, and U <  0 for the case of 0 ^  K \  <  Af°pt. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that MSE; is a convex function for K \  G [0, K  — 1]. The interpolation error achieves 
the minimum for K \ — K ° pt. This is the optimum placement of the first pilot,
Eqn. (3.22) shows that IT°pt is a function of the pilot spacing <5. The next target is 
to find the optimum pilot spacing Jopfc. Analogously, it can be started from the partial 
derivative of MSEj with respect to 5, i.e.,
I<-1dMSEi 
86 -  2
=  (3.23)
/—n \ i—n \ /  /
where
dock k - K i  k — Ki  k - I < i
fKi +  ---------------------  r2 K* ‘ (3.24)85 52 Kl 5 ** §2 C a­
using the Taylor approximation, (3.23) can be expressed as below
1 a  _2 /  7\4 / K - l^MSEi
85 fa t  m 4 I
Z=0 \  fc=0
(3.25)
=v
By taking the result of (3.22), both <9MSEi/<9<5 and V  are the third-order polynomial 
functions with respect to 5. While L  >  1 , to find the solutions of dM.SEi/85 — 0 is 
actually equal to find the solutions of V  — 0. The equation V  =  0 has three real roots, 
and only one of them is positive, i.e.,
K  2 _  i rr
g *  -  (3.26)
The approximation in (3.26) is due to K 2 1 in practical systems. Accordingly, it 
can be easily justified that V  is a convex function for 5 & [0, K  — 1]. M SEi theoretically 
achieves the minimum at 5 =  <Sopt. 2
In the flat-fading channels (i.e., L — 1), the corresponding partial derivative (3.18) and 
(3.23) is always zero. It means that any setup of K \  and <5 is acceptable.
2For practical systems, 5 =  [5opt] is suggested to be the pilot spacing, where [•] denotes the integer
ceil, because <5opt is usually not an integer. The reason is explained in the following (3.40).
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3.1.1.2 P ilot placement minimising noise-induced error
The term MSEn can be straightforwardly computed as below 
MSE - N o  T a L o J 2 j = i ( K 3 -  k ) 2
(3'27)
where K j  G [0, K  — 1], the place of the jth  pilot. From (3.27), the pilot placement min­
imising MSEn can be easily justified to be independent of N 0/£ p, which actually only 
weights the noise-induced error. However, similarly as the situation of the interpolation 
error, it is not easy to minimise (3.27) for the general case of P  >  2. Therefore the 
investigation turns to the practical systems, where P  =  2 [14, 15]. Accordingly, (3.27) 
can be rewritten as
m se„  =  jF - Y ( +  _ (3 28)
k=0 A 6 '
By studying the partial derivative of MSEn with respect to K \ , we can get
SMSE„ 2 M 0 ,i = i ( 2 K 1 -
S K i  £p «2 ) '  ( ’
Set (3.29) to be zero, the only root can be obtained as
r^ opt _  K  - 1 - 6
* 1  -  2 (3.30)
(3.29) shows, dMSEn/OKi <  0 for K i =  -o o , and d M S E JdIC  >  0 for K x =  oo. So 
that, MSEn is a convex vector on K \  G  [0, K  — 1], (3.30) is the optimum solution for 
minimum MSEn. Meanwhile, this result is same as (3.22), which means the optimum 
pilot location K ° pt is actually unique for both impact of the interpolation error and 
noise-induced error.
Followed by, the partial derivative of MSEn with respect to K \  is investigated by the 
taking into account (3.30), and obtain
<9MSEn _  2N0 1^  ( k - I C - 5  2 ( k - K 1 - S ) 2
dS - y ; I- <s-3i>
M o  K 3- K
3 P  ■ <3'32>
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Eqn. (3.32) is always negative with respect to 6. So that, the optimum pilot spacing 
related to MSEn for this situation is
<5opt =  K  -  1, (3.33)
in other words, the pilots should be put on both edges. The conclusion related to 
the minimum noise-induced error (3.33) is different with (3.26), which is regarding the 
minimum MSE,, this indicates that the optimum pilot placement minimising the overall 
estimation error may not be a fixed value for a given channel environment, but vary 
with respect to SNRs.
3.1.1.3 Optimum and Best SN R-independent pilot placem ents along fre­
quency direction for practical system s with P  =  2
To find the optimum pilot placement in terms of minimum overall channel estimation 
error requires the investigation on K \  and 8 regarding the MSE in (3.9) with P  — 2. 
As discussed previously, (3.22) or (3.30) is the desired optimum pilot location JC°pt, 
which simultaneously minimize noise-induced error and interpolation error. Based on 
this result, the <5opt regarding minimum overall estimation error can be obtained by the 
partial derivative of MSE with respect to 8, i.e.,
dMSE £>3
—  =  C ( D 1 + D 2 - S ) - ^ ,  (3.34)
where C  =  £  £>i =  E i f c 1 ~ k)3, D 2 =  E £ ?  ( * l  “  k f ,  D 3 =
and q =  jfa. To find the <5opt, we set dMSE/dJ =  0 and obtain
C (D i  • <53 +  D 2 • J4) =  — . (3.35)
However, it turns to be a fourth-order polynomial function, which is extremely complex 
to be solved. Meanwhile, by taking partial derivative of both sides of (3.35) with respect 
to £>, i.e., the SNR, the following equation can be obtained
^  = _______    f3 36)
d e C b2(:W iP  +  4D2iP)' ’
Due to K  fa 1, it results in D 3 fa 0 and 88/d g  is not equal to zero. This indicates that
hopt is a function of the g, in another words, the optimum pilot placement varies with
respect to SNRs.
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C2 channel, 0  km/h , single chunk
Figure 3.1: Theoretical optimum pilot spacing with respect to SNRs, frequency direc­
tion.
For example, in the high-SNR range (i.e., the noise impact is negligible), the frequency 
optimum pilot placement should be in line with the proposal in (3.22), (3.26). How­
ever, when the noise becomes the dominant impact for instance in the low-SNR range, 
the optimum pilot placement should minimise the noise impact. In other words, the 
corresponding optimum pilot spacing Jopt shoud vary from K  — 1 to K /  y/3 with the 
SNR increasing. Fig. 3.1 shows the optimum pilot spacing 6 as a function of SNR, 
in which the frequency location of pilots fulfils (3.22) or (3.30), and the optimum 8 is 
detected based on minimum MSE in (3.9). The system and channel setups refer to 
section 3.1.1.4, noticeably K  =  8 . It is found that <5opt = K  — 1 in low-SNR range, and 
<5opt «  K/ y / 3 «  5 in high-SNR range. This is matched to the above analysis regarding 
the optimum pilot placement.
On the other hand, it is possible to find the BSI pilot placement that can offer near­
optimum performance.
Consider high-SNR scenarios that the interpolation error dominates the channel esti­
mation error, it is clear that the pilot placement (3.22), (3.26) should be employed for
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minimising the interpolation error.
In the case of low-SNR scenarios, the noise-induced error can dominate the overall 
estimation performance, i.e., MSE MSEn//< \ As addressed in [78], when the overall 
MSE is very close to the reciprocal of SNR, i.e.,
MSE» =  y ,  (3.37)
Cep
the channel estimation error does not considerably affect the overall system performance 
such as BER. Based on this, (3.28) can be rewritten as
No f a  (  2(K x -  k)2 +  28(KX -  k) +  52\  I<N0
^  62 j  a
(3.38)
By taking K ° pt =  (K  — 1 — <5)/2, which has been proved to be the unique solution for 
channel estimation error, the following positive result can be got
K 2 -  1 ,
5 =  ^ — ^— . (3.39)
The result of (3.39) is same as (3.26). This means, even for the low-SNR range, the 
case of 5 — \J (K 2 — l) /3  can offer very close performance to that optimised for noise. 
Therefore, it can be regarded as the BSI pilot placement for all SNR-ranges in terms 
of overall channel estimation error.
Since $opt is usually not an integer, we suggest use
6 =  r<5optj (3.40)
as the pilot spacing, where [•] denotes the integer ceil. This is because 5 ^  <5opt, which 
can improve the de-noising capability.
3.1.1.4 Performance evaluation for proposed placements based on LS-based 
estim ation approaches
To visually evaluate the performance of the proposed pilot placements, we do the sim­
ulations in terms of the channel estimation error (i.e., MSE) and the overall system 
performance (i.e., BER). The results were obtained by averaging over 8 ,000 indepen­
dent channel realisations. The air-interface structure is based on WINNER systems
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Figure 3.2: MSE performance with respect to various pilot spacing along frequency 
direction, LS-based approach.
(FDD modus), the system parameters are shown in Appendix B. The chunk size was 
given by: Kf  =  8, K t =  12 and the communication channel was generated according 
to the C2 NLOS channel model which is introduced in Appendix A. The above pa­
rameters were according to the typical setup for European new wireless systems in the 
urban (pedestrian) scenario [63]. The information-bearing symbols were drawn from 
the QPSK as well as 16QAM constellation with the equal-probability.
Throughout the simulations, the first pilot is placed according to (3.22) or (3.30), i.e., 
A"°pt =  ( K —l — 6)/2.  The average MSE performance with respect to the pilot spacing is 
plotted in Fig. 3.2. It can be observed that the pilot spacing <5 =  [ y j ( Kf  — l)/3 ]  =  5 
can offer the best performance for the high-SNR range (>  15 dB). Although <5 =  
K  — 1 =  7 shows the best performance for the low-SNR range, there is no considerable 
performance difference in comparison with the setup <5 =  5. The BER performance 
regarding QPSK and 16QAM modulation has been drawn in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 
respectively. It is also shown that the case <5 =  5 outperforms the other setups in the
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Figure 3.3: BER performance with respect to various pilot spacing along frequency 
direction, LS-based approach, QPSK modulation.
Figure 3.4: BER performance with respect to various pilot spacing along frequency 
direction, LS-based approach, 16QAM modulation.
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high-SNR range, and provides very close performance in the low and moderate SNR 
range. Therefore, K \  =  1 and 8 — 5 can be chosen to be the BSI frequency direction 
pilot placement. This has a good match with the theoretical analysis.
3 .1 .1 .5  Perform ance evaluation  in th e  case o f L M M SE -based  estim ation  
approaches
Based on (3.2), the LMMSE estimate of hn can be expressed as
h„ =  (FRhhF” ) (FpR hhF« + Ip ' (Fph» +  (D  (p„))(v „ ) , (3.41)
-u;
where, F p is P  x L matrix with the corresponding P  rows of F, which are related to the 
nonzero pilots positions, p n, v n are the corresponding pn and v n related to nonzero 
pilots. Therefore, the corresponding MSE performance can be written as
MSE =  —E
=  —E  
K (wFp - F ) h » - w ( D ( j S „ ) ) t^  
K
Q
1V{QRhhQ « }  -  |M |2 £p
(3.42)
From (3.42), it is clearly observed that the estimation performance highly relies on 
the design of the filter u>. When the number of non-zero pilots is equal or larger than 
the maximum channel length, i.e., P  ^  L, the interpolation error can be completely 
removed. Otherwise, it is impossible to separate it from the noise-induced error. In 
this case, the better way to find the optimum pilot placement is the simulation-based 
exhaustive search. Unfortunately, the number of pilots within a chunk is often far less 
the channel order in practical systems. This implies that the theoretical close-form of 
optimum or BSI pilot placement for LMMSE-based approach is extremely difficult to 
obtain.
However, the pilot placements obtained based on the LS-based approach can still be 
employed to evaluate their performance in the case of the LMMSE-based approach.
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Figure 3.5: MSE performance with respect to various pilot spacing along frequency 
direction, LMMSE-based approach.
C2 channel. 0 km/h. single chunk, QPSK
Figure 3.6: BER performance with respect to various pilot spacing along frequency 
direction, LMMSE-based approach, QPSK modulation.
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C2 channel. 0 km/h. single chunk. 16QAM 
(LMMSE-based estimation approach)10
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Figure 3.7: BER performance with respect to various pilot spacing along frequency 
direction, LMMSE-based approach. 16QAM modulation.
The MSE as well as BER performance with respect to the pilot spacing respectively 
in terms of LMMSE-based estimation approach are plotted in Fig. 3.5 (MSE), Fig. 
3.6 (BER with QPSK modulation) and Fig. 3.7 (BER with 16QAM modulation). 
The pilot placement is set according to K \  =  (A" — 1 — S)/2.  The case with 6 =  
K f  — l) /3 ] =  5 can still be regarded as the BSI pilot placement for all SNR ranges, 
since the performance is very close or outperform the other setups. The conclusion from 
the LS-based scheme is valid under this scenario as well.
3.1.2 C onsideration of tim e direction
As mentioned, when the LS-based estimation scheme is considered, the matrix W  
in (3.3) play the same role of linear interpolation as W  in frequency. It can be 
easily justified that the system  model described for frequency direction is 
also suitable for the tim e-direction with some notation alternation, e.g., h 
stands for channel coefficients along the tim e direction, n for the subcarrier
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index, and K  =  Kt-  In this case, the analysis of channel estimation MSE in (3.9) is 
available for time direction as well, which can be generally expressed as
MSE =  i  (MSEi +  MSEn) . (3.43)
For the term  of MSEn, it can easily justified that the conclusion related to  
frequency direction (refer to  section 3.1.1.2) is com pletely valid for the tim e  
direction.
On the other hand, the time direction channel model h should be re-defined when 
investigating the impact of time direction interpolation error MSEj. FIR model is not 
available any more.
Along time direction, Jakes’ model (i.e., (2.27)) can offer an excellent description for the 
channel time-selectivity. However, it is a continuous function in the Doppler domain, 
which cannot be straightforwardly employed for our analysis. In 1998, Giannakis and 
Tepedelenlioglu have recommended the FBEM model (i.e., (2.28)) for analysing the 
rapidly time-varying channel. Their basic idea is based on uniform sampling of the 
Doppler spectrum. While the number of samples are sufficiently large (e.g., =  5), the 
FBEM model can offer very close performance to the Jake’s model. Although the FBEM 
model has received many attentions (e.g., [51], [109], [110]), Zemen and Mecklenbrauker 
have reminded that the spectral leakage inherent in the FBEM model could result in 
considerable modelling mismatch [111]. To solve this problem, they have recommended 
the Slepian basis expansion model (SBEM). However, here the FBEM model is still 
used for analysing the time direction issues. This is because: 1) The SBEM model 
needs the wavelet analysis, which can significantly complicate the theoretical analysis;
2) The chunk is a time non-obvious selective unit, for which the modelling mismatch 
due to FBEM is not considerable.
Consider a Doppler spectrum consisting of (2Q +  1) samples. From (2.29), the channel 
vector3 hn can be expressed as
hn =  [bj; b j ; • ■ • ; b £ _ x] 7n , (3.44)
'------------v------------'
—13
3It should be reminded that the channel vector hn here stands for the time-direction channel coef­
ficient, here n  is the subcarrier index but not OFDM-block index.
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where the (2Q +  1) x 1 vector 7  is the Doppler component, and h k is a (2Q +  1) x 1 
vector, whose q th element is given by b/Cj(? =  B tAq~ ^  (B =  exp(j2 x /max/ Q)) • We can 
find an N  such that
where ["•] denotes the integer ceiling. Hence, the coefficient B  can be re-expressed as
the frequency direction, the interpolation error along time-direction can be obtained as 
below
where R 7 7  -  ^ b V T n ]-
The basic assumption here is that R-y7  can approximate to a diagonal matrix, i.e.,
is rich in scattering. In this case, the difference between (3.13) and (3.46) is the matrices 
F and B. Interestingly, F is formed by the DFT series, and B is formed by the IDFT 
series. It can be easily justified that this difference cannot change the convexity of 
the MSE performance. Therefore, the corresponding conclusion and the pilot 
placement derived for the frequency direction regarding the interpolation  
error (refer to section 3.1.1.1) is also valid for the tim e direction.
So far, based on the analysis of time-direction pilot-placement optimality regarding 
either of the noise-induced error and interpolation error, it can be concluded that the 
issues of optimum pilot placement in terms of the minimum overall estimation errors for 
the time direction are same as the ones concluded for the frequency direction. However, 
the corresponding BSI pilot placement could not be as same as well. This is because, 
BSI placement is a kind of trade-off between the impact of interpolation ei'ror and noise. 
It is related to the channel selectivity. The channel frequency-selectivity is related to 
the ratio (L)/(M ), which is around (1 )/(8) or (1)/(16) for the practical system. The 
channel time-selectivity is related to the ratio (2Q +  l)/(iV ), which is around (1)/(100) 
for the typical vehicle communications. Therefore, the impact of interpolation error 
along the time-direction may not be as significant as that along the frequency-direction 
compared to the impact of noise. This implies the BSI pilot placement for time direction
(3.45)
B — exp(j2ir/N). It is clear that h is the IDFT of 7 . Similar to the analysis for
MSEi =  T r{0B R 7 7 (0 B )w}, (3.46)
R - y - y  ~  diag{7 o ,7 2, • * * ,7 |q } . This is also a reasonable assumption while the channel
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Figure 3.8: MSE of interpolation error, along time direction LS-based approach, 
should be targeted on minimising the noise.
In Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, the interpolation error and noise-induced error with respect to 
pilot spacing 8 are evaluated respectively. It is observed from Fig. 3.8, in the case of low 
mobility, e.g., the velocity of 20 km/h (the corresponding normalises maximum Doppler 
shift is 2 x 10-3 ), where the channel is almost time invariant, the interpolation error is 
almost identical for all 8s. With the velocity increasing, the channel becomes more time- 
selective, and the case 8 =  [ fa (12 — l) /3 ]  =  7 turns up to be the optimum solution. 
This is well matched to the theoretical result related to the optimum placement in terms 
of interpolation error. However, in Fig. 3.10, where noise is also considered (i.e., SNR 
is set to 16 dB), the pilot placement with setup 8 =  7 turns to be the best solution only 
in the very high mobility environment (e.g., ^  250 km/h), where the time selectivity 
is very significant, and interpolation error can dominate the overall MSE performance 
compared to the noise-induced error (see Fig. 3.9). Unfortunately, the most reasonable 
velocity range for practical systems is ^ 120 km/h, where the best pilot placement is 
the case of <5 =  K t — 1 =  11, the result from minimising the impact of thermal noise. 
The corresponding BER performance with QPSK and 16QAM modulation has been
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Figure 3.9: MSE of noise-induced error, along time direction LS-based approach.
Figure 3.10: MSE of overall channel estimation error, along time direction, LS-based 
approach.
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Figure 3.11: BER of overall channel estimation error, along time direction LS-based 
approach, QPSK.
Figure 3.12: BER of overall channel estimation error, along time direction LS-based 
approach, 16QAM.
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Figure 3.13: MSE performance, along time direction, LS-based approach.
drawn in Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12 respectively, generally the same phenomena can be 
observed.
To further test the BSI pilot placement solution, the MSE performance with respect 
to SNRs is drawn in Fig. 3.13, where the velocity is set to the typical =  50 km/h 
under urban scenario. Clearly, the case of <5 =  11 is best choice the estimation MSE. 
Meanwhile, corresponding BER performance with respect to SNRs are plotted in Fig. 
3.14 (regarding QPSK modulation) and Fig. 3.15 (regarding 16QAM modulation). It is 
also observed that the case of <5 =  11 still outperforms the other setups. This confirms 
that the pilot placement design along time direction can only focus on minimum noise- 
induced error. It means, the case with 6 =  K t — 1 is the BSI placement solution for 
time direction.
Generally, the BSI pilot placement for single chunk scenario has been analytically and 
experimentally proved from above sections. The BSI pilot spacing along frequency 
direction is Kf / \ J 3, and the one along time direction should be set to K t — 1. The 
BER performance in terms of the time-frequency BSI placements with respect to SNRs
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Figure 3.14: BER performance, along time direction, LS-based approach, QPSK.
Figure 3.15: BER performance, along time direction, LS-based approach, 16QAM.
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Figure 3.16: Performance for BSI solution with respect to different modulation schemes, 
and velocities is plotted in Fig. 3.16.
3.2 P ilo t p lacem ent o p tim isa tion  for m ulti-an tennas sce­
nario
In the uplink communications, the sender can be equipped with up to two transmit- 
antennas in practical situations. Since the channel estimation can be carried out indi­
vidually for each receive antenna, it is reasonable to consider the pilot placement for the 
system with two transmit-antennas and one receive antenna. A typical multi-antennas 
scheme is the Alamouti-scheme [112].
In this scenario, the pilot symbols should be placed to avoid the inter-antenna interfer­
ence. This is usually realised by sending zero symbols on the corresponding tones [14]. 
As an example shown in Fig. 3.17, one antenna sends the zero symbols on the tones, 
where the other sends the pilot symbols. This can introduce the pilot orthogonality 
between two antennas, but loss the optimality for the single-chunk scenario (i.e., 3.17 
(a)). In this scenario, two pilot placement schemes are considered as depicted in Fig.
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Figure 3.17: Pilot placem ent for two transm it-an tennas.
3.17 (b-1), nam ely “FreqA djust” and (b-2), nam ely “T im eA djust” . T he basic idea is 
to  change the pilot spacing either along the frequency direction (b-1) or along the  tim e 
direction (b-2). For th e  consideration of fairness, the pilot p a tte rn  for two an tennas 
should be sym m etric. The corresponding M SE and BER perform ance are p lo tted  in 
Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19 w ith respect to  SNRs and mobility. The Q PSK  m odulation  is 
considered here, the  o ther system s setup is sam e as single chunk scenario. T he evalua­
tion objective is to  experim entally identify which pilot placement can offer b e tte r overall 
system  perform ance. It is clearly shown th a t the  “T im eA djust” scheme always ou tp er­
forms the ’’F reqA djust” scheme. There is up to  3 dB MSE or 2 dB B ER  perform ance 
difference (e.g., SNR ^  25 dB). This is because the frequency-direction in terpolation  
error is usually larger th an  the  tim e-direction interpolation error. Therefore, the  pilot 
placem ent design for the  m ultiple-antennas scenario should pay m ore a tten tio n  on the 
frequency-direction issues.
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Figure 3.18: MSE perform ance for m ulti-antennas scenario.
Figure 3.19: BER performance for multi-antennas scenario.
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3.3 Sub-optimum pilot placement for consecutive chunks 
scenario
W hile several chunks allocated to  a user are adjacently transm itting  th rough  the  chan­
nel, the  pilot symbols w ithin neighbouring chunks can help the channel estim ation for 
the  desired chunk. T he conventional pilot placem ent for this scenario is uniformly 
placing the  pilots w ith equal-spacing over all the  chunks, e.g., Fig. 3.20-(a). However, 
as shown in [113], the  estim ation error is not w hite over subcarriers. Using the  pilot 
placem ent depicted in Fig. 3.20-a, the estim ation error on edge subcarriers can be 
considerably larger th an  th a t on other subcarriers. This is so-called the  edge effect. 
Fortunately, th e  edge effect can be significantly reduced while a  pilot sym bol is placed 
on an  edge subcarrier (see Fig. 3.20-b). In contrast w ith the pilot placem ent shown in 
Fig. 3.20-a, one of the  two pilots is placed a t the edge of each chunk. M eanwhile, three 
pilots are required in the  last chunk, two of them  are fixedly placed a t th e  bo th  edges. 
Certainly, th is placem ent lets the  assisted pilot in neighbouring chunk very close to  the  
desired chunk. In addition, it also increases a little  bit the pilot overhead. Based on the 
above basic struc tu re , the  channel estim ation carried ou t for each individual chunk can 
be the  second-order interpolation over th ree pilots, one of which can be from the edge 
of the  neighbouring chunk. Then, our objective is to  see where is the  optim um  location 
for th ird  pilot, i.e., the  m iddle one among the three. The corresponding solution can 
be called the  sub-optim um  solution for th is scenario.
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* direction “
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Figure 3.20: Pilot placem ent structu res for the consecutive-chunks scenario.
Fig. 3.20-b shows th a t the  Nc adjacent chunks can be divided in two parts . P a rt one
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consists of the  first N c — 1 chunks, w here each chunk has two pilot symbols. P a r t two 
is the  Nc th  chunk consisting of th ree p ilo t symbols. In general, th e  channel estim ation 
can be perform ed by using three pilots w ith  th e  locations { K \  =  0, I<2 =  K \  +  8, K 3 }, 
where I<3 =  K  for p a r t  one and K 3 — K  — 1 for p a rt two, and K  =  K f  in th is 
scenario. T hen, the  channel vector in (3.4) can be updated  by employing the  second- 
order polynom ial model, i.e., a  =  [ a o ,a i ,a 2]T and  gfc =  [k2, k, 1]T . Based on (3.2), the  
corresponding least square estim ate of h can be im plem ented as
tf„ =  G (D (p n)G)*yn, (3.47)
V" v  /
= r
where yn = [yn; Vn,l<\ for p a rt one and  yn = yn for p a r t two, p n =  for p a rt
one and Pn  — P n  for p a r t  two, G  — [G; gj£] for p a rt one and G  =  G  for p a rt two. 
Employing the  F IR  filter as th e  ideal channel model, the  MSE of th e  channel estim ate 
can be obtained by
MSE =  T r{© Rhh& n } + K  Gr+ 2 , (3.48)
where © =  G lf tD  (p n) F  — F , F  =  [F ;f^ ]  for p a r t one and F  =  F  for p a r t two. T he 
first te rm  on th e  right hand  of (3.48) is th e  in terpolation  error between the  second-order 
polynom ial m ode and  th e  F IR  channel. D enote off. to  be the k th  row vector of the  
m atric  © , i.e.,
=  g’T , D ( p ) F - f tT (3.49)
T he im pact of in terpolation error, i.e., MSEi, can be rew ritten  into
I C - l
MSEi =  afcRhha^. (3.50)
k=0
Since the  pilot location K 1, K 3 has been fixed yet, our ta rge t is to  find the  optim um  
setup of K 2 (i.e., 8 ) for m inim ising M SEi. Therefore, th e  derivative of MSEj w ith  
respect to 8 is investigated and obtained as
dMSE; f ,  da
- ’ 5 H S ' K M  ■38 1=0 \  k=0
where,
m l _  t y - K s k  I f - K s k  f
dS K362 °’i K3(S -  K3)'2 K?" 1 6- K3) 1S'1 S2 ( 6  -  K 3) 2 ^  '
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a k,i is the  I th  en try  of a k , fli is th e  {/, /} th  entry  of f t .  By using th e  Taylor approxi­
m ation, sin(ic) =  x  — (a;3) / ( 6) +  (a;5)/(120 )+ o(x ), cos(a;) =  1 — (a;2) /(2 )  -I- (x4 )/(2A) — 
(a,6)/(720) -f o(rc), dM SE\/d6  can be expressed as below
L- 1 0 /  /K-l
9M SE, _  2 £  3 2 o jW  ( ^  [&2(fc _  K t? { f  _  fc)] , (3-53)
86 9K M 6 v ,Z=0 \fc=0
=J
J  can be seen a  linearly increasing function of 6 . W hile L >  1, to  find th e  solution of 
8 M SE\/d6  — 0 w ith  respect to  <5 is equal to  find th e  solution of J  — 0, which has one 
positive roo t, i.e.,
I<, r i f ,  for K s — K
<5op* =  { 2 (3.54)
1 for K 3 =  K - 1
Therefore, MSEj is a  convex function for 6  G [0, K  — 1], and  achieves th e  m inim um  
a t J  =  <5opt =  K s/2 . W hile L =  1 (flat-fading channel), 6  can be an  a rb itra ry  value. 
T his resu lt indicates th a t  the  equal-spaced pilot placem ent is optim ised in term s of the  
in terpolation  error.
Furtherm ore, th e  im pact of noise-induced error on the pilot placem ents is investigated. 
T he  p a rtia l derivative of M SEn (i.e., the  second term  of the  righ t h an d  in  (3.48) is then  
studied, and  can be expressed as
SMSE» M y ' ( k 2 - K sk k2 -K ,k  k2 - K 3k -
35 fp  J S V  KsS2 K s( 5 - K s ) 2 s 5 { 5 - K 3) tTs 52(5 - 1<3) 2
(3.55)
B y setting  (9MSEn/cW =  0, it is found to  be extrem ely difficult to  find th e  solution
for such equation. T his implies th a t th e  corresponding optim um  pilo t placem ent is no t
easy to  be theoretically  analysed. T he  reasonable way can be the  exhaustive sim ulation- 
based search for a  specific system  setup.
However, by inserting th e  result of (3.54) into (3.55), it can be fo rtunate ly  found th a t 
<9MSEn/<9<5 =  0. T his m eans (3.54) is also one of the  roots we desired. M eanwhile, it is 
shown th a t  M SEn is a  convex function on the  range 6 G [1, Ks], th is is ob tained  based 
the  m assive sim ulation search in  th e  case of practical systems, e.g.,W IN N ER. Therefore, 
it here can be reasonably suggested th a t (3.54) can be regarded th e  optim um  solution
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Figure 3.21: MSE perform ance w ith respect to  different pilot spacing along frequency 
direction (4 consecutive chunks, P a r t 1).
in term s of the  noise-induced error as well. In o ther words, (3.54) can be the  optim um  
pilot spacing regarding the  overall channel estim ation error as well.
The MSE perform ance for the  above proposed sub-optim um  pilot placem ent w ith re­
spect to  various PS along frequency direction is p lotted in Fig. 3.21, where two con­
secutive chunks are considered. Because th e  stra tegy  of finding the optim um  PS is 
identity for bo th  parts, i.e., for th e  two chunks here, we only concern on the  p a rt one, 
where K 3 =  K  . Correspondingly, th e  PS  of p a rt two is set to  5 =  4 based on (3.54). 
I t is observed th a t case of 6  — 4 always provides the  best MSE perform ance for all the 
SNRs, even in the  low-SNR range where noise can dom inate the  perform ance. This 
is a  good m atch to  the  theoretical result from (3.54) while the  location of the  th ird  
pilot is K 3 =  8 . Based on this, it can be concluded th a t 6 =  AT3/ 2 , i.e., equal-spaced 
placem ent, is the  optim um  pilot spacing for th is sub-optim um  approach.
To evaluate the  overall perform ance of the  proposed sub-optim um  pilot placement, 
the  B ER  perform ance is com pared w ith some o ther placem ent schemes in Fig. 3.22 
as well as Fig. 3.23. Q PSK  m odulation is considered. Besides the com parison w ith
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Figure 3.22: BER perform ance com parison for different pilot placem ent schemes.
C2 channel. 0 km/h
Figure 3.23: B ER  perform ance com parison for different pilot placem ent schemes cont.
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W IN N ER  reference s tru c tu re  shown in Fig. 3.20-a, th e  BSI pilot placem ent along 
frequency direction for a  single chunk (i.e., K \  =  1, <5 =  5) is also considered for 
perform ance com parison and  nam ely ” scheme A” . Since there  is actually  one pilot short 
in ’’scheme A” com pared to  th e  proposed scheme, one more pilot is placed on the  last 
sub-carrier of the  second chunk for th e  fair com parison and perform ance enhancem ent. 
T his placem ent is nam ed as ’’scheme B ” . T he linear in terpolation v ia  each two pilots, 
as well as the second order in terpo la tion  are  employed for the  evaluation. I t  shows th a t  
the  proposed scheme always achieves th e  best perform ance com pared to  the  others for 
the  sam e in terpolation approach. T he second order interpolation obviously outperform s 
the  linear in terpolation in th e  h igh-SN R  range (e.g., SNR ^  20 dB) b u t a  little  b it worse 
in the  low-SNR range (e.g. SN R <  10 dB ). T h e  reason is th a t the  linear interpolation 
is good a t de-noising, b u t the  second order in terpolation is m ore robust to  the accuracy 
of in terpolation error. However, the  perform ance loss in sm all-SNR range is so small 
th a t th e  proposed placem ent scheme w ith  th e  second order in terpolation  can still be 
regarded as the  best choice in th is scenario.
3.4  Sum m ary
In  OFD M A  uplink com m unication, th e  in terpolation  error induced by the  m ism atch 
between in terpolation m odels and  ac tual channels usually exists in  addition to  the  
noise-induced error. I t  can seriously affect th e  PACE perform ance especially in high- 
SNR range or high-m obility environm ents. Therefore, the  investigation of the  im pact 
of in terpolation error becomes im p o rtan t. In  th is chapter, the  tim e-frequency pilot 
placem ent for chunk-based O FD M A  uplink was investigated by taking into account of 
the  in terpolation error as well as th e  noise-induced error. T he placem ent solutions for 
a  single chunk, m ulti-an tenna transm ission, and  consecutive chunks scenario have been 
analysed and proposed.
W ith in  a  single chunk, LS-based linear channel interpolation approach is employed. It 
was found th a t  the  pilot placem ent m inim ising th e  interpolation error was no t related to  
the channel P D P  inform ation. For p rac tica l system s, where two pilots are inserted along 
b o th  tim e and  frequency direction, th e  pilo t placem ent m inimising in terpolation-error
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and  noise-induced error was different to  each other. This also caused th a t  the  optim um  
pilot placem ent varied w ith  respect to  SNRs for a  given channel environm ent. However, 
th e  BSI pilot placem ents for practical system s, which offered the  near-optim um  overall 
system  perform ance, were also found. Meanwhile, th e  proposed BSI placem ents even 
provided good perform ance for LM M SE-based estim ation approaches.
M ulti-an tenna system  is widely adopted for the  practical wireless com m unication. By 
considering th e  trade-off betw een channel identifiability and placem ent optim ality, m od­
ified placem ents based on above analysis for single-antenna system s were provided and 
evaluated for th is scenario. Generally, because the  channel w ith in  a  chunk is usually 
m ore frequency-selective, placem ent designs for m ulti-antenna system s should be more 
concerned on frequency direction.
In  th e  case of consecutive-chunks scenario, where m ultiple adjacent chunks are allocated 
to  one user, a  sub-optim um  placem ent was proposed. T his solution took  into account 
of b o th  noise-induced error and  in terpolation error. The proposed scheme no t only 
reduces th e  channel estim ation error, b u t also effectively improves th e  overall system  
perform ance.
Chapter
Design and Evaluation for Linear 
Interpolation Schemes
As discussed in chapter 2 , th e  perform ance of PACE depends on no t only the pilot 
designs a t transm itters, b u t also th e  estim ation algorithm s a t receivers, for example, 
channel interpolation schemes. T he  basic idea of estim ation algorithm s is to  obtain  the  
desired CSI via received pilots and  specific in terpolation  models. Therefore, the  design 
of channel interpolation schemes is ano ther im portan t issue for PACE.
LS-based linear channel in terpolation  has shown to  be a very attrac tive  channel es­
tim ation  approach, especially for uplink  com m unications. I t  can be carried ou t w ith  
less pilots and  w ithout p rior requirem ent of th e  channel knowledge. T his significantly 
reduces th e  im plem entation com plexity com pared to  the LM M SE-based approaches. 
However, in high-SNR range or high-m obility environments, linear in terpolation can 
cause perform ance loss due to  th e  in terpolation  error induced by itself. Therefore, to  
design enhanced linear in terpolation  schemes w ith  small in terpolation  error is worthy 
of investigation.
In  th is chapter, an  in teresting observation is presented th a t  the  am plitude and phase of 
a  com m unication channel are linearly varying w ithin an short tim e-duration  or small 
frequency-band. Based on th is, new linear in terpolation schemes are developed. Com­
pared to  the  trad itional linear in terpo lation  schemes, proposed schemes can effectively
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reduce the  im pact of in terpolation error to  improve the overall PA C E perform ance. 
T h e  corresponding analysis and evaluation are shown in th e  corresponding sections.
4.1 Linear in terp o la tion  schem es
As shown in C hapter 2 , the  m u lti-pa th  tim e-varying channel is obviously selective 
over the frequency (see Fig. 2.4) and tim e (see Fig. 2.5) direction. However, when 
only consider a  certain  sm all bandw id th  or short duration , e.g., a  typical chunk-size 
frequency-tim e area, the  variation  can be reasonably regarded linear. Such observation 
im plies th a t  channel coefficients can be represented by a  linear m odel. T his is actually 
th e  basic principle of linear in terpolation algorithm s [50, 51, 98].
T he  channel coefficient is a  complex value, therefore, it can be expressed in two ways, 
th e  one shown in (4.1) expresses th e  channel coefficient hnjk in  th e  form of am plitude 
and  phase. A nother one is shown in (4.2), which expresses it in th e  form  of hnjk into 
real and  im aginary parts.
K ,k  =  IV fc |e3<?n-fc, (4.1)
= -An,fc
=  \hn,k\cos(flntfe) ■+ j  j/tn>fc| sin(fln|fc), (4.2)
=R'n,k —%n,k
where, n , k are the  indexes of tim e and frequency respectively.
Traditionally, the  linear in terpolation is carried ou t for th e  real and  im aginary parts  
of hnjk separately. This is based on th e  assum ption th a t th e  real and  im aginary parts  
of th e  com plex channel coefficients are independently linearly varying. Here, to  distin­
guish w ith  the  following proposed linear in terpolation  schemes, we call th e  trad itional 
approach RI  m odus. To visually te s t th e  reliability of above assum ption, Figs. 4.1 - 4.4 
are  p lo tted  under the  u rban  scenario w ith  typical velocity 50 k m /h , th e  param eters are 
taken  from the  W IN N ER  C2 channel m odel and W IN N ER  FD D  m odus system  setups. 
T h e  variation  of the real and im aginary p a rts  of a  channel w ith in  a  typical chunk is 
p lo tted  in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.3 (Fig. 4.1 displays the  tim e-direction channel based 
on th e  FB E M  m odel and  Fig. 4.3 displays the  frequency-direction channel based on
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channel time variation within a chunk duration channel time variation within a chunk duration
Index of OFDM  blocks Index of OFDM blocks
Figure 4.1: Real p a rt of Im aginary  p a rt variation of a tap  w ithin a  chunk duration.
Channel time variation within a  chunk duration channel time variation within a chunk duration
Figure 4.2: Amplitude and Phase variation of a tap within a chunk duration.
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channel frequency variation over a  chunk band channel frequency variation over a chunk band
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Figure 4.3: Real p a rt of Im aginary p a rt variation along frequency direction over a 
chunk band.
channel frequency variation over a chunk band channel frequency variation over a chunk band
Figure 4.4: A m plitude and Phase variation along frequency direction over a  chunk 
band.
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th e  F IR  model). I t  is shown th a t  th e  real and im aginary p arts  obviously follow the
frequency direction. T his is because the  channel along frequency direction is usually 
more selective th a n  th e  channel along tim e direction, this phenom ena has already been 
m entioned and addressed in  C h ap te r 3.
From  (4.2), the  am plitude A njc and phase 6n,k of the  channel coefficient can be accord­
ingly represented as
Based on the assum ption used for th e  RI  m odus th a t  Xn%k,!Zn,k are linearly varying, 
An,k and 6n>k are no t supposed to  always be linearly varying. O n the  contrast, they  are 
more preferable to  be non-linearly varying. However, as observed in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 
4.4, bo th  of the  am plitude and  phase are also alm ost linearly varying for either the tim e 
channel or the  frequency channel, particu larly  in th e  case of tim e-direction channels. 
In  th e  case of frequency direction, the  corresponding variation is m uch more linear 
com pared to  the  variation  re lated  to  real and im aginary parts. T his implies th a t th e  
assum ption for R I  m odus m ay no t be  the  best and unique one. T here could be another 
possible assum ption used for linear interpolation. I t  is th a t th e  am plitude and phase of 
a  channel can be linearly varying. In  o ther words, besides th e  trad itional scheme (RI 
m odus), there  is another possibility of linear channel in terpolation scheme, which carries 
ou t the  interpolation over th e  am plitude and phase separately and independently, here 
is so called AP  m odus.
4 .1 .1  Perform ance an a lysis  o f  linear in terp olation
4.1.1.1 Traditional assumption: R I  modus
rule of linear variation in th e  s itua tion  of tim e direction, b u t no t exactly in th e  case of
(4.3)
and
(4.4)
T he perform ance related  to  R I  m odus has been already analyzed in chapter 3.
Define an  estim ation error en>k regarding R I  m odus as
en,fc =  hn,k hn,ki (4.5)
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then  th e  corresponding error variance can be derived from (3.9) and  (3.43) for frequency 
direction and tim e direction respectively.
By assum ing the pilots are identical, th e  error variance along frequency direction can 
be represented as [114]
V ar(en,k) =  E  hn, k - h n,k
(fk~ S t h — gfc 6 fvn=  E
=  OLj*R.hhQtk +J\f0\\Pk\\2, (4.6)
w here the  corresponding param eters have been defined in chapter 3.
Similarly, the  error variance for th e  case of tim e direction can be  obtained from (3.43)- 
(3.46), and is shown as
V ar(e„jfc) =  E || ( b j  -  g ^ Q tB )  7  -  g | £ ^  ||2,
'  S T - ' X ~
=  <*n'£h'ya n +  N 0 \\(3n\\2. (4.7)
Actually, (4.7) is qu ite  sim ilar to  (4.6) b u t w ith  some index and  param eters replaced.
T he corresponding param eter replacem ents are also explained in C hap ter 3.
4.1.1.2 New assumption: A P  modus
For the  A P  m odus, assum e th e  estim ate of channel coefficient as
hn,k =  (Anjt +  eAn,k)ej('Gn,k+e0n'k\  (4.8)
w here eAn.fc? €en,k are th e  corresponding error related  to  am plitude and phase. B e­
cause it is more preferable to  find a generic scenario for both tim e and 
frequency direction, the index n, k can be removed for sim plicity in the  
following analysis.
Based on (4.1) and (4.8), the  corresponding error variance can be expressed as
Var(e) =  E  (A +  eA)eAe+€°) — A U 6
=  E h(ejee - l ) + e AeA9+eA (4.9)
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By assum ing the channel coefficient h, the  am plitude errors and  phase error cq are 
independent to  each o ther, (4.9) can be further calculated as
2
Var(e) =  E  
=  E  
=  4 E
h\ ■E eje°- H I 2 + &  ikAir
£ { 2 - 2 c o s ( e „ ) } + E |M '
■E (4.10)
Because the  eg is usually very sm all in practical systems, (4.7) can be approxim ated as
Var(e) E +  E  lleri
E { 4 } + E \ \ e Af . (4.11)
From (4.11), fu rther analysis for A P  m odus depends on the  d istribu tion  character re­
garding eg and  6,4. T h a t m eans, th e  com parison between RI m odus and A P  m odus 
in term s of m athem atical analysis becomes extrem ely difficult. T he reasonable way 
is based on the  sim ulation evaluation. Therefore, in the  following sections, we first 
propose the  possible approaches for th e  case of AP  m odus, th en  evaluate th e  corre­
sponding perform ance com pared to  th e  trad itional R I m odus in different sim ulation 
environments.
4.1.2 P roposed  approaches
Generally, the A P  m odus linear in terpolation  can be expressed as
h =  A ex p {j§ }. (4.12)
As m entioned before, th e  basic idea of proposed A P  m odus is perform ing linear in ter­
polation over am plitude and  phase of channel coefficients respectively. So, the  investi­
gation can first s ta r t  from  th e  m ethods to  ob tain  the  in terpolated  am plitudes.
Define a  set of non-zero pilots placed on the locations P p — [P i ,P 2, • • • ,P p ]T 1, the
corresponding channel estim ates 011 th e  p ilo ts’ positions are hp =  [hpl , hp2, ..., /ipp ]T .
1Here P p stands for the set of pilots allocated along either of time and frequency direction. In 
the case of frequency direction, the entries of P p, i.e., { P i,P 2, --- ,P p }  can also be replaced by 
{ K i,  K 2, • • • , K p } ,  which is defined in chapter 3.
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A direct way to  obtain  th e  in terpolated  am plitudes is perform ing linear in terpolation 
v ia the  am plitudes of channel estim ates on th e  p ilo ts’ positions, i.e.,
A  =  C ^ |h p | , P , (4.13)
where, A. is the  vector containing desired in terpolated  am plitudes (i.e., i s ) ,  |a | is th e  
absolute value of a, and £ {a , 6} defines th e  linear-in terpolation  process function via 
th e  known inform ation a, 6 , th e  m athem atical description for th is function is shown 
in A ppendix D. h p usually contains nonlinearly added noise d istortion, this affects the  
accuracy of th e  in terpolated  am plitudes.
T he trad itional linear in terpolation  has good de-noising function [114], which can po­
tentially  reduce the  noise-distortion on the  am plitudes. Based on this, another m ethod 
to  obtain  the  am plitudes is designed here, and can be expressed as
pj • (4.14)
To distinguish those two different m ethods used for acquiring am plitudes, they  are
nam ed the  one in (4.13) as separate-amplitude scheme (Sepa), and  the  one in (4.14) as
hybrid-amplitude scheme (H ybr).
To obtain  the desired in terpolated  phase, th e  d irect way is sam e as the  Sepa scheme, 
i.e., to  perform  the  in terpolation  v ia th e  phase of channel estim ates on pilo ts’ positions, 
it can be m athem atically  expressed as
e  =  £ { z { h p} ,P p} ,  (4.15)
where, 0 is the  desired in terpolated  phases, Z{a} is th e  function to  acquire the  phases of 
a. Similar to  Sepa, th is m ethod  can induce th e  nonlinear noise-distortion on the phase 
estim ates, th a t  could seriously affect th e  overall in terpolation perform ance. Hence, th is 
m ethod  is then  called nonlinear-noisy phase scheme (Non).
To avoid such nonlinearly noise-distortion, th e  following m ethod is then  proposed. 
Assume the objective in terpolation  is on th e  7-th  position, which is between two pilots 
w ith  positions P i  and P 2. T hen, (i.e., an en try  of 0  ) can be obtained by
-i A { ^Pi hpz |
9i =  Z { h P l }  +  (t -  Pi)-  ^ p 2 ^ p x • (4-16)
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By em ploying the  m ethod of (4.16), the  noise-distortion becomes linearly added on the  
estim ated  phases, therefore, th is m ethod is nam ed as linearly-noisy phase scheme (Lin).
Generally, based on the  above designs for in terpolated  am plitudes and  phases, there  
can be four different com bination schemes for the  proposed AP  m odus, i.e., Sepa +  
Lin, Sepa +  Non, Hyb +  Lin and  Hyb +  Non.
4.2 Performance evaluation
In  th is section, we evaluate th e  perform ance of above four proposed linear in terpola­
tion  schemes in  addition  to  the  trad itional scheme (RI  m odus) in te rm s of estim ation 
perform ance (MSE) as well as the  overall system  perform ance (BER). C hunk-based 
O FD M A  system , i.e., W IN N ER  FD D  m odus (see A ppendix B), is employed as the  
air-interface structu re . T he linear in terpolation  is carried out w ith in  each single chunk, 
w here two pilots are placed along tim e and  frequency direction respectively. T he pilots 
are set to  be identical and placed w ith  the  BSI placem ent proposed in chap ter 3.1. T he 
experim ents have been considered for tim e direction and frequency direction separately.
4.2 .1  P erform ance evalu ation  along t im e  d irection
T he scenario of tim e direction is first considered, the  sim ulation channel is generalised 
from  W IN N E R  C 2 channel models, which is typical u rban  marco-cell scenario. T he 
M SE perform ance of different linear in terpolation  schemes is evaluated w ith  respect to  
SNRs and  velocities. T he considered range of velocities is from 50 k m /h  to  200 k m /h . 
Here, the  consideration of very high velocities, e.g., 200 k m /h , is because of the  aim  
to  evaluate th e  perform ance of proposed linear in terpolation schemes under different 
time-selective channel environm ents, which are m ainly reflected by th e  (norm alised) 
Doppler spread. Figs. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 show th e  average in terpolation M SE along one 
subcarrier, which is inserted by two pilots placed on chunk edges. T his placem ent has 
been proved th e  BSI solution for tim e direction w ith in  a chunk in chapter 3.
In  Fig. 4.5, th e  velocity is set =  50 k m /h . T he proposed schemes Sepa+Lin  and 
Hybr+Lin offer alm ost sam e perform ance as the  trad itional scheme, and obviously
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Figure 4.5: MSE perform ance of interpolation along one subcarrier w ithin a chunk: 
Velocity =  50 km /h .
Figure 4.6: M SE perform ance of interpolation along one subcarrier w ithin a chunk: 
Velocity =  120 km /h .
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Figure 4.7: MSE perform ance of in terpolation  along one subcarrier w ithin a  chunk: 
Velocity =  200 km /h .
outperform  the  schemes of Sepa+Non and Hybr+Non. This is because when the chan­
nel tim e selectivity is not considerable (e.g., velocity =  50 k m /h ), the interpolation 
error induced by the m ism atch between each linear in terpolation model (i.e., either 
A P  m odus or R I  m odus) and (near-)actual channel is much sm aller th an  the noise- 
induced error, which actually  dom inates the  estim ation perform ance for alm ost all SNR 
ranges. Therefore, th e  channel in terpolation schemes w ith strong de-noising function, 
like trad itional scheme, Sepa+Lin schemes and Hybr+Lin schemes, can provide b e tte r 
perform ance.
W ith  the velocity increasing, e.g., velocity =  120 k m /h  (see Fig. 4.6) and velocity 
=  200 k m /h  (see Fig. 4.7), th e  channel becomes m ore time-selective. This accordingly 
increases the effect of interpolation error, i.e., the  in terpolation error can be dom inant 
factor of the estim ation perform ance, especially in high-SN R range. In th is situation, 
the  schemes, which can effectively m itigate the  interpolation error in addition to  the 
noise, will be more robust on the  PACE perform ance. I t is shown th a t the schemes 
Sepa+Lin and Sepa+Non obviously outperform  th e  others in the  range of SNR ^  
15 dB a t velocity =  120 k m /h , and can even provide huge perform ance gain in the
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m oderate  SNR range (S N R ^ 8 dB) a t velocity =  200 km /li. T his indicates th a t  these 
two proposed schemes can effectively reduce the  in terpolation  error com pared to  th e  
trad itional scheme. O n th e  o ther hand, the  schemes Sepa+Lin and  Hybr+Lin always 
provide closer or a  b it b e tte r  perform ance th an  th e  trad itional scheme in  low- and 
m oderate-SN R  range (e.g., the  range of SN R <  15 dB a t velocity =  120 k m /h , and th e  
range of SNR <  8 dB  a t velocity =  200 k m /h ), where the noise effect is dom inant. T he 
reason is sam e as th e  one explained for Fig. 4.5.
From  the above evaluations, the  following conclusion can be obtained. F irst, th e  well 
designed A P  m odus, i.e., Sepa+Lin and Sepa-hNon, can effectively reduce the  im pact 
in terpolation error. Second, th e  proposed scheme Sepa+Lin can be regarded as th e  best 
linear in terpolation solution in term s of estim ation perform ance (MSE). T his is because 
th is scheme can no t only reduce the  im pact of in terpolation error, b u t also effectively 
m itigate the  noise-induced error. C om pared to  th e  trad itional scheme, it  can offer 
com parable perform ance for noise dom inant situation , and significant im provem ent for 
the  in terpolation error dom inant situation.
To fu rther explore th e  proposed schemes, the  B E R  perform ance is evaluated. Different 
m odulation  schemes, i.e., Q PSK , 16QAM, 64QAM, and 256QAM, are considered here.
1) B E R  related  to  Q PSK  m odulation
T he B E R  perform ance based on Q PSK  m odulation w ith  respect to  SNRs and  
velocities has been p lo tted  in  Fig. 4.8, Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10.
I t is shown th a t  th e  B E R  perform ance offered by Sepa + Lin scheme, Hybr +  
Lin scheme as well as the  trad itional scheme is alm ost same for various velocities 
even a t 200 k m /h . T his differs from related M SE results shown in Fig. 4.6 and 
Fig. 4.7, where th e  scheme Sepa +  Lin obviously outperform s th e  Hybr +  Lin 
scheme and  th e  trad itio n a l scheme. T he corresponding im provem ent of estim ation 
accuracy from  th e  scheme Sepa +  Lin does no t benefit to  the  B E R  perform ance. 
M eanwhile, w ith  th e  velocity increasing, all th e  schemes tend  to  provide sim ilar 
B ER  perform ance.
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Figure 4.8: BER perform ance for Q PSK  m odulation a t 50 km /h , C2 channel.
Figure 4.9: BER performance for QPSK modulation at 120 km/h, C2 channel.
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Figure 4.10: BER perform ance for Q PSK  m odulation a t 200 k m /h , C2 channel.
Figure 4.11: BER performance for 16QAM modulation at 50 km/h, C2 channel.
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Figure 4.12: BER perform ance for 16QAM m odulation a t 120 k m /h , C2 channel.
Figure 4.13: BER performance for 16QAM modulation at 200 km/h, C2 channel.
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Figure 4.14: B ER  perform ance for 64QAM m odulation a t 50 k m /h , C2 channel.
2) B ER  related to  16QAM m odulation
T he B ER  perform ance related to  16QAM m odulation is draw n in Figs. 4.11, 4.12 
and  4.13. In fact, sim ilar phenom enon shown in the case of Q PSK  m odulation can 
be observed again, the only difference is th a t the proposed four schemes (related 
to  A P  m odus) outperform s the trad itional scheme (related to  RJ m odus) a t high 
velocity, i.e., 200 k m /h . This is because the  B ER  perform ance related  to  higher- 
o rder constellation m odulation is more sensitive to  the estim ation accuracy. The 
proposed schemes have b e tte r estim ation perform ance in th is s itua tion  due to  the 
effective deduction on interpolation error (refer to  Fig. 4.7).
3) B ER  related to  64QAM and 256QAM m odulation
For the case of 64QAM, all five in terpolation schemes offer close BER perform ance 
a t th e  velocity 50 — 120 k m /h , especially in the high-SNR range (see Fig. 4.14 
and Fig. 4.15). However, when the  velocity is up to 200 k m /h , th e  schemes of 
Sepa + Lin and Sepa + Non significantly outperform  the  o thers (see Fig. 4.16) 
from SNR >  8 dB. Meanwhile, the perform ance of trad itional linear scheme is
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Figure 4.15: B ER  perform ance for 64QAM m odulation  a t 120 k m /h , C2 channel.
Figure 4.16: BER performance for 64QAM modulation at 200 km/h, C2 channel.
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■{ Traditional 
—0 “  Sepa / Lin 
Sepa / Non 
— Q — Hybr / Lin 
-O -  Hybr/Non
Figure 4.17: B ER  perform ance for 256QAM m odulation a t 50 k m /h , C2 channel.
■ 4 "  Traditional
- O - S a p a / l in
-J|<- Sepa/Non 
— 0 — Hytx/Lin 
-O -  Hybr/ Non
Figure 4.18: BER performance for 256QAM modulation at 120 km/h, C2 channel.
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actually th e  worst.
Similar phenom enons can be observed in th e  case of 256QAM m odulation, where 
the  Sepa +  Lin and  Sepa +  Non schemes offer close B ER  w ith th e  others a t 
velocity =  50 k m /h  (see Fig. 4.17), b u t up  to  5 dB B ER  gain a t  the  velocity 
=  120 k m /h  (see Fig. 4.18).
Generally, based on above sim ulation evaluation regarding the  B E R  perform ance, it can 
be concluded th a t the  overall system  perform ance of higher-order constellation m od­
ulation, e.g., 64QAM and 256QAM, is m ore sensitive to  th e  estim ation accuracy. In 
o ther words, the corresponding B E R  can be effectively improved by im provem ent of the 
accuracy of channel estim ation /in terpo lation . W hen th e  channel is more time-selective, 
the  proposed AP  m odus (especially th e  Sepa +  Lin and Sepa +Non schemes) is the 
b e tte r choice for the  higher-order constellation m odulation  due to  its significant m iti­
gation of in terpolation  error in high-SN R range, and  the good de-noising perform ance 
in low-SNR range. However, current practical system s usually employ the  higher-order 
constellation m odulation a t low velocity; only Q PSK , 16QAM are employed when the 
velocity is more th an  120 k m /h . In  th is case, A P  m odus does no t show m uch advantage 
th an  trad itional scheme.
In summary, it is still reasonable to  regard  one of the  proposed schemes based on AP  
modus, i.e., Sepa +  Lin, as the  best linear in terpolation  scheme for the  tim e-direction 
particularly  under such u rban  scenario. T his is because: first, it can provide alm ost 
close perform ance com pared to  trad itiona l R I  m odus in the low- or middle- velocity 
environments; second, it can provide significant estim ation perform ance (MSE) and  the 
overall perform ance (BER) im provem ent for m ore time-selective channels, especially in 
the  cases of employing higher-order constellation m odulations.
4.2 .2  Perform ance eva lu ation  a long frequency d irection
Along frequency direction, two different p ractical channel models, i.e., W IN N ER  C2 
and W IN N ER  B1 channel, are considered to  represent different channel frequency- 
selectivity. The velocity is set to  50 k m /h , which is a  typical setup for these two
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Figure 4.19: M SE perform ance of interpolation a t one OFDM  block w ithin a chunk: 
C2 channel.
F igure 4.20: M SE perform ance of in terpolation a t one OFDM  block w ithin a  chunk: 
B l channel.
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Figure 4.21: BER perform ance for Q PSK  a t 50 km /h: C2 channel.
Figure 4.22: BER performance for QPSK modulation at 50 km/h: B1 channel.
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Figure 4.23: B E R  perform ance for 16QAM m odulation a t 50 k m /h : C2 channel.
Figure 4.24: BER performance for 16QAM modulation at 50 km/h: B l channel.
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Figure 4.25: BER perform ance for 64QAM  m odulation a t 50 km /h : C2 channel.
Figure 4.26: BER performance for 64QAM modulation at 50 km/h: B1 channel.
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Figure 4.27: BER perform ance for 256QAM m odulation a t 50 km /h : C2 channel.
Figure 4.28: BER performance for 256QAM modulation at 50 km/h: B l channel.
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channel environm ent. The W IN N E R  FD D  m odus (the layout is shown in Fig. 2.15) is 
employed as th e  basic struc tu re . T he  linear in terpolation  perform s w ith in  each chunk.
T he average in terpolation M SE perform ance along an OFDM  block is draw n in Figs. 
4.19 and  4.20. In  the case of C2 channel, the  scheme of Sepa +  Lin offers b e tte r 
perform ance th an  th e  others, especially in th e  high-SNR range. However, com pared to  
the trad itional scheme and Sepa +  Non, th e  perform ance improvem ent is no t significant. 
In  th e  case of B1 channel, th e  M SE perform ance related to  Sepa +  Lin, Hybr +  Lin 
and th e  trad itional scheme are alm ost same.
Followed by, the  B E R  perform ance w ith  respect to  different m odulation  schemes is 
evaluated. In  Fig. 4.21 and  Fig. 4.22, th e  Q PSK  m odulation is employed. I t  is shown 
th a t the  trad itional scheme always outperform s the proposed schemes (AP  m odus), 
particu larly  in the  the  case of C2 channel, w here the  the channel is m ore frequency- 
selective (see Fig. 4.21).
W ith  the  order of constellation increases, e.g., 16QAM, 64QAM, the trad itional scheme 
still offers the  b e tte r perform ance for b o th  C2 and B1 channels, even in the  high-SNR 
range (see Fig. 4.23 - Fig. 4.26). However, th e  perform ance difference becomes smaller 
com pared to  the  case of Q PSK  m odulation  employed. In  th e  case of 64QAM, the 
perform ance for all the  schemes is alm ost sam e in the  low- and m oderate-SN R  range 
(e.g., SN R <  16 dB).
W hen 256QAM m odulation is employed, th e  schemes Sepa -f Lin and  Sepa +  Non 
s ta r t to  outperform  the  trad itional scheme in high-SN R range in the  case of C 2 channel 
(see Fig. 4.27). However, the  corresponding B E R  improvement is no t considerable. 
Meanwhile, in the  case of B1 channel (see Fig. 4.28), all the  schemes provide very close 
perform ance.
Generally, unlike th e  situation  of tim e direction, proposed AP  m odus does no t show 
any advantage for either estim ation perform ance (MSE) or overall system  perform ance 
(BER). On the  contrast, the  trad itio n a l R I  m odus based linear channel interpolation 
shows B E R  gain for m ost scenarios. Even in th e  situation  of the  higher-order constel­
lation m odulation, e.g., 256QAM, th e  corresponding perform ance loss is no t too  much. 
Therefore, we can reasonably conclude th a t  th e  best linear in terpolation solution for
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frequency direction is th e  trad itional RI  m odus.
4.3 Summary
In  th is chapter, the  linear in terpolation  schemes were investigated for th e  case of chunk- 
based O FD M A  uplink scenario.
T he  trad itiona l scheme carries out the  linear in terpolation over th e  real and  im aginary 
p a rts  of channel coefficients based on the  assum ption th a t b o th  of them  are linearly 
varying. However, it was observed th a t  th e  variation of the am plitude and  phase of a  
com m unication channel was also alm ost linear, especially for tim e-direction channels. 
Based on th is observation, new linear in terpolation  schemes using th e  linear interpola­
tion  over th e  am plitude and  phase respectively were proposed.
T he  perform ance of the  proposed schemes and  th e  trad itional scheme have been eval­
u a ted  for u rb an  marco- and  micro-cell scenario. Com pared to  th e  trad itio n a l scheme, 
some of proposed schemes effectively m itigated  the  tim e-direction in terpolation  error 
and  significantly improved th e  corresponding channel estim ation perform ance (MSE) 
as well th e  B E R  perform ance. T he scheme Sepa +  Lin was reasonably regarded as the  
best solution along tim e-direction particu larly  for u rban  scenrio. O n th e  o ther hand, 
th e  best linear in terpolation  solution along frequency direction was proved to  be tra ­
ditional scheme, even though there  was some slight perform ance loss for higher-order 
constellation m odulation, e.g., 256QAM m odulation.
Chapter
Joint Pilot and Data Adaptation for 
OFDMA downlink
In  OFDM A systems, d a ta  and  pilots are usually transm itted  simultaneously. Pilots 
are used for channel estim ation or prediction. For the  case of single-user equivalent 
scenario, e.g., OFDM A downlink or O FD M -based TDM A, all pilots d istribu ted  over 
th e  whole frequency band  can be employed by one user. T he corresponding estim ation 
algorithm  can be LS-based D F T  channel interpolation, which can effectively remove 
the im pact of interpolation error, m eanw hile m inim ising the  noise error w hen pilots are 
placed w ith equal-spacing and  equal-power. T he m inim um  num ber of required pilots 
for th is approach is supposed to  be equal to  th e  m axim um  channel order. In practical 
system s, e.g., [14, 15], th e  num ber of employed pilots is usually m ore th a n  above mini­
m um  requirem ent. As m ore pilots are  employed, more accuracy of channel estim ation 
or prediction can be achieved. O n th e  o ther hand, more subcarriers resource will be 
occupied as well, th is can po ten tia lly  resu lt in th e  loss on the  channel resource allocated 
for d a ta  transm ission. In  addition , as discussed in [78], the  overall system  perform ance 
(BER), does no t always benefit from  estim ation  accuracy im provem ent. T his has al­
ready been observed from  th e  evaluation in chapter 3 and 4. So the  corresponding 
optim um  PACE w ith  equal-spacing and  equal-power is not an  efficient solution, either 
for radio resource allocation or th e  overall system  perform ance. Therefore, it m otivates 
us to  find an  efficient solution, e.g., adaptive pilot placem ent, to  achieve th e  best overall
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system  perform ance.
Link ad ap ta tio n  is a  prom ising technique [115], which can m axim ally im prove th e  tran s­
mission ra te  achieving channel capacity, and  frequently applied in O FD M A  system s in 
slowly tim e varying channels [18, 20, 116]. D ata  adap ta tion  technique requires full 
or p a rtia l channel knowledge, e.g., am plitude of channel frequency response, for its 
power and  b it loading schemes. T he channel knowledge is actually  obtained  by the 
pilot-assisted channel prediction. Such predicted  channel can also provide the  resource 
inform ation related  to  channel gain, which can be used for pilot-placem ent adaptation . 
So th a t,  jo in t consideration of pilot and  d a ta  adap ta tion  based on channel prediction 
tu rn s  up to  be an  interesting issue.
Generally, th is chapter investigates th e  jo in t pilot and d a ta  ad ap ta tio n  regarding pi­
lot placem ent, payload power and b its for OFDM A downlink system  in  slowly time- 
varying frequency-selective channels. T he  predicted channel knowledge is determ ined 
from  channel estim ation on previous transm ission. T he channel estim ation  a t  receiver 
is based on LS-based D F T  interpolation . T hree different jo in t pilot and  d a ta  adap ta­
tion  approaches are proposed in  term s of th e  different p riority  of estim ation  accuracy 
(related  to  pilots) or system  perform ance (related to da ta ). T he  sim ulation evaluation 
shows th a t  jo in t pilot and d a ta  ad ap ta tio n  can considerably improve th e  overall sys­
tem  perform ance, and  the  B E R  gain related  to  the  pilot-placem ent ad ap ta tio n  can be 
significant.
5.1 Performance of pilot assisted channel prediction
5 .1 .1  O F D M A  dow nlink  sy stem s
In  th is  chapter, FBEM  is employed to  m odel th e  required slowly tim e-varying frequency- 
selective channels for our investigation. As discussed in C hap ter 2 , FB EM  can well 
reflect the  channel tim e variation na tu re , and  it is also intensively applied in  block 
transm ission, channel estim ation /p red iction  and equalisation (e.g.,[51, 62]). Corre­
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spondingly, the  channel fades on th e  {n, /c} th  subcarrier is given by (2.29)
=  §  , “ <} v Q )I - J' (51)
V   v-----------  '
—hn,l
By defining h n =  [hn>o, hn,i, •• • , / in,L -i]T (T for th e  transpose function), and =  
[l, e_-?2?r/c/M) . . .  >e-j27r(L-i)fc/MjT i can then  be rew ritten  as
hn,k =  (5.2)
T he form of (5.2) is sam e as th e  F IR  channel m odel shown in  (2.20), b u t differently, 
(5.2) also includes the  tim e-correlation  character.
Consider a  C P-O FD M A  downlink system s, where C P length is larger th an  the channel 
order. By assum ing there  is no inter-user interference, and users are perfectly synchro­
nised in bo th  tim e and  frequency, th e  received sym bol on the {n, k}  th  subcarrier is 
expressible as
V n ,k  =  h n ,k & n ,k  ”b Vn.ki 0 ^  k ^  M  1 (5*3)
where, x stands for th e  tran sm itted  symbols, v for the  the w hite G aussian noise w ith 
variance J\f0. W ith  th e  knowledge of the  linear equalisers can be employed for the 
channel equalisation [68] for instance th e  M M SE equaliser as below
Z n ,k  =  ,
K , k  d - A f o
T hen, the sym bol detection  can be perform ed on z nk.
(5.4)
5 .1 .2  C hannel p red iction
In  single-user equivalent scenario, a  user can employ all the  tran sm itted  pilots for 
channel estim ation. So th a t, th e  LS based D F T  interpolation can be used to  esti­
m ate  the channel coefficient For the n th  OFDM  block, denote a  vector p n =
\Pn,i,Pn,2 , ' " ,Pn,p]T containing P  pilots, which are allocated on { K \ ,  K 2 , • • * , K p }  
th  subcarriers respectively. Defining P  x  I  vectors y n =  [ynj< i, Vn,K2, ’ *' , Vn.KpV,
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hj* =  [hn,KiJin,K2 c " J^n,KP]T, and  vn =  K , x 1,^n 1/c2J” * , pnj <p]T. T he received 
pilots symbols can be expressed as
y»  =  D ( P n ) h n + V n ,
=  D (pn) Fhn +  vn, (5.5)
where, D (•) is defined in (2.31) as diagonal m atrix , F =  [ f ^ ; ; • • • ; fj£p]. T hen the
LS estim ate of channel im pulse response hTl is obtained by
h„ =  (D (p„)F)tyn. (5.6)
O btaining the  o ther channel coefficients needs the  D F T  in terpolation, which can ex­
pressed as
hn,k ~  ffc hn,
=  V k  +  fJ (D (p n)F )tv„. (5.7)
Assum ing pilots are identical w ith  sam e power £p , th e  average M SE of channel estim a­
tion  can be calculated as
1 lie -  2
M SE =  - 
fc=0
=  V 0 .T r ( f j ( D ( p „ ) F F HD (p n)” ) T ] ,  (5.8)
w here Tr{-} is defined in (2.43) as th e  m atrix  trace. Clearly, th e  estim ation accuracy,
i.e., M SE, is related to  the  pilot placem ent. W hen the  P  pilots are placed w ith equal-
spacing, MSE in (5.8) can be m inim um  as follows [48]
MSEmi„ =  (5.9)
For a  slowly tim e varying channel, the  channel coefficients between two close blocks 
can be assum ed to  be highly correlated. Therefore, the  channel prediction on desired 
blocks can reasonably use the  channel estim ation on previous blocks, th e  occurred pre­
diction error (mainly induced by the  delay) is usually not considerable com pared to  the 
estim ation error. In  practical system s, channel prediction is usually used a t tran sm itte r 
side for link adap ta tion  etc. A t receiver side, no t only the  channel estim ation b u t the
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corresponding channel prediction  can be used for equalisation. Correspondingly, the  
received SNR g can be described as
„ _  cr2 {n,k)\hn tk \2
Qn,k «/• . 2 (y"\ ’ (5.10)No +  cri(1C)
where, o 2 (n, k) is th e  tran sm itted  symbol power on {n, k} th  subcarrier,cr2 (1C) is the  
corresponding estim ation  or prediction  error variance regarding the  set of pilot alloca­
tion /C =  { /G , /<2, • • • A p } , where /C G V, the  set of subcarriers {0,1, • • • , M  — 1}.
5.2 Joint pilot and data adaptation
Link adap ta tion  regarding payload d a ta  for O FD M -based system s has been well inves­
tigated  recently. To find th e  optim um  jo in t payload power and  b it allocation depends 
on th e  water-filling principle. In  th e  situation  th a t ideal channel knowledge is known, 
the  corresponding cost function is [18]
VT(n )=  min (5.11)
Cn'k £ G k I M 2
where, V t ( d)  is the  to ta l tran sm itted  power allocated for payloads a t n th  OFDM  block, 
C =  {0 , 1, 2 , • • • ,..}  is th e  set of all possible values for cn>k, and cn>k =  0 m eans th a t 
the  subcarrier is no t in use for transm ission of any inform ation, f ( c n k^) is the  required 
received power related  to  cn>k b it and  the given QoS (targeted  B ER) requirem ent. T he 
goal of the  optim um  power and  b it loading algorithm  is to  find the  best assignm ent of 
c ,h k  so th a t th e  overall tran sm itted  power V t (p )  is m inim ised for given transm ission 
b its and given QoS requirem ent specified th rough /(• ) . However, in practical system s, 
ideal channel knowledge is im possible to  obtain, the  replacem ent is channel prediction 
usually obtained by th e  pilots tran sm itted  sim ultaneously w ith  d a ta  symbols. So th a t, 
the  cost function of (5.11) should be revised by considering the  above situation, and  
can be expressed as
VT ( n ) =  m in _   [2 \  kd e X .  (5.12)
cn,fedeC;/C,JCeV f a  iVfcdl2 +  cr2 (JC)
where, 1C is the  set of subcarriers allocated to  d a ta  symbols, and  related  to  /C, KXJlC =  V, 
kd is the  entry  of JC. From  (5.12), to  find the  optim um  solution, payload b it and
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power as well as pilot placem ent should be jo in tly  considered. T he pilot placem ent 
no t only determ ine th e  estim ation /p red ic tion  accuracy, b u t affect the  channel gain 
allocated for payloads. However, it is very difficult to  find such solution considering 
those th ree factors together because of increase of degree of freedom. A reasonable way 
is to  do the  d a ta  ad ap ta tion  (i.e., payload power and  b its) and pilot adap ta tion  (i.e., 
p ilot placem ent) separately. T his can be im plem ented via two schemes, pilot priority  
scheme and d a ta  priority  scheme. T he form er one first carries ou t th e  pilot-placem ent 
adap ta tion  to  find the  b est trade-off betw een estim ation accuracy and channel gain 
efficiency, prior to  d a ta  adap ta tion . T his can no t only release m ore channel gain for d a ta  
symbols, b u t still guarantee th e  successful accurate  channel estim ation for equalisation. 
T he later one first perform s the  d a ta  ad ap ta tio n  over the  whole band to enjoy the 
m axim um  channel gains, th en  allocated pilots for channel estim ation. For th is scheme, 
channel estim ation could be failed due to  th e  lim it of available subcarriers for pilots.
5.2 .1  P ilo t  priority  schem e
As discussed in [78], estim ation  accuracy can no t always benefit to  the  overall system  
perform ance. W hen th e  overall estim ation M SE is very close to  th e  reciprocal of SNR, 
th e  B E R  will no t be considerably affected. For the  LS-based F F T  in terpolation scheme 
w ith  equal-spaced pilots d istribu tion , as shown in (5.9), when th e  num ber of pilots 
P  =  L, then  M SE =  1/S N R . In  practical system s, the  num ber of pilots are usually 
P  — A -L , e.g., A fa 2 in [15]. In  th is scenario, th e  estim ation accuracy is MSE =  1 /{A - 
SNR), which is m uch sm aller th an  1/SN R . T his can result in  pilots occupying lots of 
subcarriers w ith good channel gains b u t did no t help improve th e  system  perform ance. 
Therefore, we can ad ap t the  pilot placem ents for m ore efficient use of th e  channel. 
Here, two approaches are proposed for th is  objective.
5.2.1.1 Approach I
As shown in Fig. 5.1, th e  whole frequency band  can be divided into P  consecutive 
“shifting areas” , which contain  M /P  ad jacent subcarriers and  only one pilot. T he 
set of pilot placem ent including all the first position of each “shifting area” is actu-
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A  ' Optimum po&itior
Figure 5.1: Pilot placem ents for pilot priority scheme, A pproach I.
ally the  equal-spaced pilot placem ent, so the  first subcarrier of each “shifting area” is 
nam ed as the  “optim um  position” . By defining a channel estim ation accuracy thresh­
old MSEthres =  1/SN R, we first ad ap t the  pilots to  the  subcarrier w ith lowest channel 
gain w ithin each “shifting area” , the  corresponding position is called “worst position” . 
Com pared the current M SE based on (5.8) to  MSEthres, if if is sm aller th an  th a t, this 
set of pilot positions is then  kept as the  desired allocation. O therw ise, we search all 
th e  subcarriers towards “optim um  position” w ithin each “shifting area” , to  find posi­
tions where the channel gain lower th an  th a t on the corresponding “optim um  position” . 
These are recorded as “poten tia l positions” for the further p ilo t’s shift.
A “Greedy shift” is now defined where pilots are adapted one by one by following a 
greedy search scheme. Based on the “potential positions” recorded for each pilots in 
previous step, a  pilot shift, which requires the least increase of channel gain for pilots, 
can be found. After each shift, the  MSE in term s of the current set of pilot placement is 
calculated again. If it is smaller th an  MSEthres, the process of pilot shift then  stops, and 
the  current set of pilot positions is the  desired pilot placem ent. O therw ise, the greedy 
search is repeated until a  set of pilot positions w ith MSE sm aller th an  th e  threshold is 
found. If no such set of pilot placem ent exists, we will eventually choose the “optim um  
position”s for pilots. The corresponding com plexity of th is kind of pilot adap ta tion  is 
less th an  M , which is acceptable for practical systems. A fter the  pilot adaptation , a 
trad itional d a ta  adap ta tion  is then  carried out.
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Figure 5.2: P ilo ts allocations for d a ta  priority  scheme.
5.2.1.2 Approach II
Because the condition M SE =  1 /SN R  can be achieved w ith L equal-spaced placed pi­
lots, we first place L pilots w ith equal-spacing over the whole signal band, the rem aining 
(A — 1) • L pilots are then  allocated on the subcarriers w ith lowest channel gains. This 
approach can effectively guaran tee the estim ation perform ance w ithout any complexity 
requirem ent. After the  set of pilot placem ent 1C is confirmed, the d a ta  adap ta tion  is 
then  perform ed on the  rem aining subcarriers.
5 .2 .2  D ata  priority  sch em e
In th is case, the  d a ta  ad ap ta tio n  is first applied based on the predicted channel in­
form ation over all the  subcarriers, therefore d a ta  adap tation  can priorly enjoy all the  
available resource of channel. T hen we sort out the  subcarriers, which will not be al­
located w ith any d a ta  inform ation. T he pilots are located on these subcarriers w ith
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equal-spacing procedure. As shown in exam ple Fig. 5.2, d a ta  sym bols are m ostly al­
located on the subcarriers w ith good channel gain, pilots are equal-spaced d istribu ted  
on th e  rest positions. T his approach can m axim ise the  efficiency of using channel gains 
for d a ta  transm ission, b u t can no t effectively guarantee the  channel estim ate accuracy.
5.3 Performance evaluation
In  th is section, the proposed jo in t adaptive payload and  pilot approaches are evaluated 
in term s of the  overall system  perform ance (i.e. B ER ). W IN N E R  FD D  m odus (see 
A ppendix B) is employed here for sim ulation. Correspondingly, the  com m unication 
channel is generated according to  the  C2 NLOS channel m odel as well. T he user 
velocity is set to  5 k m /h , and  th e  inform ation-bearing symbols are draw n from Q PSK  
16 QAM and 64 QAM constellation w ith  equal-probability. Generally, th e  results are 
obtained by averaging over 8,000  independent channel realisations.
T he predicted channel inform ation for ad ap ta tion  is from th e  channel estim ation on 
th e  previous OFDM  block, which is w ith  equal-spaced pilots distribution, and the  
corresponding delay is 12 O FD M  blocks, i.e., 28.8 x 12 =  345.6 /us, which is from the  
W IN N E R  design. A t receiver side, the  channel inform ation used for equalisation can 
be either from current channel estim ation (m arked as “estim ated  CSI” in sim ulation 
results) or the corresponding channel prediction used on th e  current block (marked 
as “predicted CSI” ). In  addition, th e  case is considered th a t  ideal channel knowledge 
known a t bo th  tran sm itte r and receiver sides to  find th e  corresponding perform ance 
lower bound, in the  sim ulation, th is  is m arked w ith  “ideal CSI” . T he perform ance 
com parison is among four different approaches, 1. th e  approach w ithou t any adaptive 
techniques ( “N on-adapt”), where pilots are d istribu ted  w ith  equal-spacing, and d a ta  is 
m apped w ith  Q PSK  m odulation  and  equal-power; 2. the  approach w ith  pilot-allocation 
ad ap ta tio n  only ( “P ilo t ad ap t” ), where d a ta  is m apped w ith  Q PSK  m odulation and  
equal-power; 3. the  approach w ith  trad itional d a ta  ad ap ta tio n  only ( “D a ta  ad ap t” ), 
w here pilots are d istribu ted  w ith  equal-spacing, b u t d a ta  is m apped  w ith jo in t power 
and  b it loading scheme; 4. the  approach w ith  proposed jo in t pilot and  d a ta  adap ta tion  
( “D a ta+ p ilo t jo in t ad ap t” ).
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T he perform ance of th e  proposed approaches regarding the  pilo t priority  scheme is first 
evaluated. Fig. 5.3 shows th e  perform ance com parison related  to  A pproach I. W hen 
ideal channel knowledge is available (the cases w ith “ideal CSI” ), th e  proposed approach 
“Data-i-pilot jo in t ad a p t” outperform s the others. However com pared to  approach 
“D ata  ad ap t” , the  B E R  gain is no t significant. O n the  o ther hand, w ithout considera­
tion of d a ta  ad ap ta tion  techniques (i.e., the  cases of “N on-adapt” and  “P ilo t a d a p t” ), 
the  system  perform ance can obviously be improved by employing the  pilot-allocation 
adap ta tion  scheme. In  p ractical scenario, where channel inform ation is obtained from  
prediction and estim ation, th e  situa tion  is a  b it different. P roposed jo in t pilot and d a ta  
adap ta tion  ( “D a ta+ p ilo t jo in t a d a p t” ) can not always outperform  th e  trad itional d a ta  
ad ap ta tion  ( “D ata  a d a p t” ). O nly w hen the  related  channel prediction is used for equal­
isation (i.e., sam e channel inform ation accuracy is applied), “D ata+ p ilo t jo in t a d a p t” 
can still provide b e tte r  perform ance com pared to  “D a ta  ad ap t” . O therwise, “D a ta  
ad ap t” is the  b e tte r  choice. From  these observation, it implies th a t jo in t d a ta  and  pilot 
adap ta tion  is sensitive to  the channel inform ation accuracy. Interestingly, w hen no t 
considering th e  d a ta  adap ta tion , “P ilo t ad ap t” can always outperform  “N on-adapt” 
w ith  either predicted  or estim ated  channel inform ation for equalisation, and  “P ilo t 
ad ap t” combining w ith  “estim ated  CSI” is obviously b e tte r th a n  “P ilo t ad ap t” com­
bining w ith “predicted  CSI” , especially in high-SNR range. T his can be explained as 
th a t pilot-allocation ad ap ta tio n  can effectively increase th e  efficiency gain, meanwhile 
the  estim ation accuracy is still guaranteed.
In Fig. 5.4, the  A pproach II  is evaluated, the  sim ilar phenom ena and conclusion related  
to  Fig. 5.3 can be obtained again. C om pared to  Approach I, A pproach II  significantly 
outperform s it w hen only pilot-allocation adap ta tion  employed for system s, b u t there  
is also some perform ance loose in th e  case of “D a ta+ p ilo t jo in t ad ap t (estim ated CSI)” 
due to  reduction  of estim ation  accuracy. Based on the above sim ulation results, it can be 
generally concluded th a t  pilo t p riority  scheme can gain some perform ance im provem ent 
com pared to  trad itiona l d a ta  ad ap ta tion  techniques w hen ideal channel inform ation is 
known. However, such im provem ent can not be guaranteed in practical system s because 
th e  adaptive technique is sensitive to  the  accuracy of channel inform ation. O n th e  
o ther hand , it is also found if d a ta  adap ta tion  is not considered to  use, pilot-allocation
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Figure 5.3: BER perform ance for pilot priority  scheme, A pproach I.
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- O  Pilot adapt (predicted CSI)
- A -  Data adapt (predicted CSI)
- 0 -  Data+pilot joint adapt (predicted CSI)
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Pilot priority scheme: Approach II 
C2 channel, 5 km/h
Figure 5.4: BER performance for pilot priority scheme, Approach II.
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Figure 5.5: B ER  perform ance for d a ta  priority  scheme.
adap ta tion  techniques can effectively increase the efficiency of usage of channel gain.
Followed by, the  perform ance of d a ta  priority scheme is evaluated in Fig. 5.5. Clearly, 
jo in t pilot and  d a ta  ad ap ta tio n  ( “D ata+pilot, jo in t ad ap t” ) considerably outperform s 
trad itional d a ta  adaptive techniques ( “D ata  ad ap t” ) when ideal channel inform ation 
is available. For practical scenario, the  proposed approach w ith “estim ated CSI” case 
obviously failed, th is is because d a ta  priority  scheme scarifies the  optim ality  of pilots 
allocation to  m axim ise th e  channel gain for d a ta  transm ission. However, when employ­
ing the predicted channel inform ation on equaliser, proposed scheme can still provide 
the  best perform ance, the  BER gain is up to  2 dB com pared the trad itional d a ta  adap­
tation . So th a t, it can be concluded th a t the  d a ta  priority  scheme can improve the 
system  perform ance and achieve good efficiency gain by jointly adapting  the pilots and 
payloads.
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5.4 Sum m ary
In  OFDM A downlink, pilots are usually allocated w ith  equal-spacing and equal-power 
along frequency direction to  achieve th e  optim um  PA CE perform ance. More pilots in 
use can further improve th e  estim ation accuracy, however th is also considerably wastes 
the  good channel gain th a t  can be allocated for d a ta  transm ission, and results in the  
po ten tial reduction of the  overall system  perform ance. T his s ituation  usually takes 
place in practical system s, where tran sm itted  pilots are m ore th an  th e  requirem ent. 
Therefore, hi th is chapter, th e  jo in t pilot and  d a ta  adap ta tio n  regarding pilot place­
m ent, payload power and  b its was investigated. T he  proposed jo in t adap ta tion  schemes 
targeted  on the best overall system  perform ance b u t no t PA CE accuracy. Three dif­
ferent approaches to  im plem ent such jo in t ad ap ta tio n  were proposed. I t  was found 
th a t the  B E R  gain related  to  adaptive pilot-placem ent was significant. W hen ideal CSI 
was available, jo in t ad ap ta tion  of pilot placem ent, payload power and bits consider­
ably improved the  system  perform ance. However in practical scenarios, the  proposed 
adap ta tion  technique was sensitive to  th e  accuracy of CSI. W ith  th e  properly chosen 
scheme, the  system  perform ance was still improved.
Chapter
Conclusion and Future Work
6 .1  Conclusion
T he work th roughout th is  thesis focused on the  enhanced pilot-assisted channel estim a­
tion  (PACE) schemes for OFDM A system s in different com m unication environm ents. 
T he enhanced schemes are proposed to  improve the  system  perform ance by dealing 
w ith  th e  following issues: 1. im pact of in terpolation error in th e  uplink; 2 . w aste of 
channel resource in th e  downlink.
In  OFDM A uplink, th e  conventional PA CE schemes w ith  corresponding pilot optim i­
sations m ainly targeted  on m inim um  noise-induced error. However, th e  in terpolation  
error due to  th e  m ism atch betw een in terpolation models and actual channels often exists 
in addition  to  th e  noise-induced error. T his error can not be com pensated by increasing 
th e  signal-to-noise ra tio  (SNR), and can seriously affect the  PAGE perform ance p ar­
ticularly  in th e  high-SN R range or high-m obility environm ents. T his is de trim ental to  
th e  h igh-data-rate  m obile-com m unication system s operating  in such scenarios. T here­
fore, investigation on PA C E designs by considering th e  im pact of in terpolation  error 
becomes im portan t and  m eaningful. In  th is thesis, the  above issue was investigated 
from two aspects: designs of pilot placem ent, and in terpolation  algorithm s.
P ilo t placem ents for chunk-based CFD M A  uplink were first studied. Unlike th e  conven­
tional approaches, th e  investigation took into account of the  im pact of th e  in terpolation
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error in addition to  the  noise. I t  was shown th a t  th e  in terpolation error was indepen­
dent to  the  noise-induced error in th e  case of LS-based estim ation approaches. W hen 
linear channel in terpolation  was employed, th e  in terpolation  error could be minimised 
by a  specific pilot placem ent, which was no t re la ted  to  channels. In  practical system s, 
two pilots are usually inserted in  th e  tim e and  frequency direction w ith in  a  chunk. For 
a  single-chunk scenario, where channel estim ation  is carried ou t w ith in  each chunk, 
it was found th a t  th e  pilot placem ent m inim ising in terpolation  error was different to  
the  placem ent m inim ising th e  noise. T he  optim um  pilot placem ent regarding th e  over­
all estim ation error varied w ith  the  respect to  different SNRs. On the  o ther hand, 
the  best SN R-independent (BSI) pilot placem ent was theoretically found to  ob tain  the  
near-optim um  overall perform ance. For th e  case of frequency direction, th e  BSI pilot 
placem ent was th e  one w ith  pilot spacing 1/ \/3  of th e  chunk size. For tim e direction, 
the  BSI placem ent solution should focus on m inim ising the  noise im pact, i.e., pilots 
should be p u t on th e  b o th  chunk edges. In  addition , the  proposed placem ents also 
achieved good perform ance for LM M SE-based estim ation approaches. Besides single­
chunk com m unication scenario, pilot placem ents for the  m ulti-transm itter scenario as 
well as the  consecutive- chunk scenario were investigated. M ultiple transm itte rs  are 
usually employed for transm ission to  achieve m ore th ro u g h p u t or diversity gain. Hence, 
the  above proposed BSI placem ents were extended to  th e  m ultip le-transm itter scenario 
based on Alamouti-scheme. Two kinds of placem ents considering the  trade-off between 
placem ent optim ality  and  channel identifiability were proposed and evaluated. I t  was 
shown th a t the  overall perform ance was m ore sensitive to  th e  channel frequency selec­
tivity. Moreover, when consecutive chunks are allocated to  one user, more pilots and 
higher order polynom ial in terpolation  schemes, e.g., second-order interpolation, can 
be employed for channel estim ation. In  th is s ituation , a  sub-optim um  placem ent was 
proposed, which significantly improved th e  overall perform ance.
Design of in terpolation algorithm s is ano ther im p o rtan t issue related to  PA CE designs, 
as well it is th e  m ajor cause of the in terpolation  error. This implies th a t  carefully de­
signed interpolation schemes can poten tia lly  im prove the  PA CE perform ance by reduc­
ing the  in terpolation error. Hence, th e  linear interpolation , which is widely employed in 
uplink com m unications because of its sim plicity and  good de-noising perform ance, was
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investigated. T he  conventional linear in terpolation scheme is based on th e  assum ption 
th a t the  real and im aginary p arts  of a  com m unication channel coefficient are linearly 
varying. However, it  was found th a t  th e  variation of th e  corresponding am plitude and  
phase p a rts  were also linear over a  short tim e-duration or small frequency-band, e.g., 
th e  channel w ith in  a  typical chunk. Based on such observation, new linear in terpolation  
schemes were proposed. In  the  case of tim e direction, the  proposed schemes effectively 
improved estim ation  perform ance (MSE) as well as the  overall perform ance (BER) in 
th e  high-SNR range and  high m obility environm ents because of th e  significant m itiga­
tion  of th e  im pact of in terpolation  error. However, in the case of frequency direction, 
proposed scheme were no t th e  best solutions com pared to  the  trad itional scheme.
In  OFDM A downlink, pilots are usually required to  be placed w ith  equal-spacing and  
equal-power along frequency direction. Meanwhile, th e  num ber of pilots is often m uch 
larger th an  th e  m axim um  channel length in practical systems. In  th is situa tion , such pi­
lot placem ent can offer the  optim um  PA CE perform ance, i.e., effective m itigation of the 
interpolation-error and m inim isation of th e  noise-error. However, th is also introduces 
the  w aste of radio  resources because pilot symbols m ay occupy considerable num ber of 
subcarriers w ith  good channel gain. T he above problem  m otivated to  discuss th e  jo in t 
pilot and d a ta  ad ap ta tio n  regarding pilot placem ent, payload power and  bits. Three 
different im plem entation approaches are proposed, the  perform ance was evaluated and  
showed jo in t pilo t and d a ta  adap ta tion  considerably improved overall perform ance.
Generally, enhanced PA CE schemes were proposed for different com m unication envi­
ronm ents. Unlike th e  conventional PACE, the  proposed schemes considered e ither of 
th e  following m eans, 1. m itigating  th e  linear in terpolation error; 2 . jo in t pilot and  pay­
load placem ent schemes. T he evaluation showed th a t  these designs effectively im proved 
the  PACE perform ance as well as the  overall perform ance.
6.2 Future Work
Though enhanced PA C E schemes have been proposed to  improve the  perform ance, 
there  are still m any unsolved issues which can be further investigated.
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1) T he pilot placem ents for chunk-based OFD M A  uplink have been discussed in 
chapter 3. However, m ost contribu tion  is based on the practical system s, where 
two pilots are inserted in each tim e and  frequency direction w ithin a chunk. In  
fact, it is interesting to  find a  general close-form for th e  case of P  ^  2 pilots 
w hen linear in terpolation  is employed. Meanwhile, it is also m eaningful to  find 
the  general solution for th e  case of 7'-th order polynom ial channel interpolation 
employed.
2) So far, the  investigation on th e  issues regarding pilot placem ent is based on as­
sum ption of identical p ilo t power. However, th e  design of pilot power as well as 
num ber are also im portan t issues for PA CE design. Investigation on pilot-power 
allocation or jo in t pilot placem ent, num ber and power allocation can be another 
interesting fu ture  work.
3) Recently, th e  research re lated  to  m ulti-link transm ission, e.g., cooperative net­
works, becomes m ore attrac tive . However, in m ulti-link system s, issues related 
to  PACE are m ore challenging. T h is is because the destination received the sig­
nal from source and  relays sim ultaneously, th e  signal from the  relays contain a t 
least two different kind of channel inform ation, which are nonlinearly distorted  
together, the  optim um  PA CE schemes regarding the link of source to  destina­
tion can no t be the  optim um  one for th e  links of relay to  destination. To find 
th e  PA CE solution providing th e  b es t overall perform ance for m ulti-link scenario 
becomes very attractive.
Appendix A
Parameters of WINNER channel models
Here th e  channel B 1 and C 2 are fu rther in troduced w ith more details, w hich are referred 
from  [63].
B 1 NLOS channel, the  typical micro-cellular (urban) scenario, its param eters is set in 
Table A .l
C2 NLOS channel, the  typical m acro-cellular (urban) scenario, its  param eters  is set in 
Table A.2
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AoD: Angle of Departure AoA: Angle of Arrival
T a p
#
D e la y
[ns]
P o w e r
[dB]
A o D
[°I
A o A
[°]
1 0 -1.25 4 0
2 10 0 40 25
3 40 -0.38 -10 29
4 60 -0.10 48 -31
5 85 -0.73 -36 37
6 110 -0.63 -40 21
7 135 -1.78 -26 13
8 165 -4.07 -28 117
9 190 -5.12 -12 21
10 220 -6.34 -14 1
11 245 -7.35 14 15
12 270 -8.86 8 9
13 300 -10.1 -24 19
14 325 -10.5 -14 1
15 350 -11.3 -22 -13
16 375 -12.6 2 11
17 405 -13.9 8 -1
18 430 -14.1 -2 43
19 460 -15.3 -10 33
20 485 -16.3 -54 -19
Table A .l: B1 (NLOS) W IN N E R  channel param eters.
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T a p
#
D e la y
[ns]
P o w e r
[dB]
A o D
[°]
A o A
[°1
1 0 -0.5 0 0
2 5 0 4 4
3 135 -3.4 -3 7
4 160 -2.8 -4 10
5 215 -4.6 -7 21
6 260 -0.9 8 -45
7 385 -6.7 10 -75
8 400 -4.5 17 65
9 530 -9.0 -8 160
10 540 -7.8 -8 155
11 650 -7.4 -4 88
12 670 -8.4 -7 80
13 720 - 11.0 -9 -90
14 750 -9.0 -9 -105
15 800 -5.1 12 8
16 945 -6.7 -17 45
17 1035 - 12.1 19 50
18 1185 -13.2 12 -15
19 1390 -13.7 19 -25
20 1470 -19.8 21 100
Table A.2: C 2 (NLOS) W IN N ER  channel param eters.
Appendix
Simulation Environments
T he sim ulation setup th ro ughou t th is  thesis is based on the  E uropean nex t generation 
com m unication system, i.e., W IN N E R  system  “FD D ” m odus [15], in which chunk-based 
OFDM A is the  basic air-interface s truc tu re . “FD D ” m odus is usually used for u rban  
m arco-eell and micro-cell scenarios, b u t no t necessary. T he recom m ended channel 
m odels are W IN N ER  C 2 and  W IN N E R  B1 respectively. Such system  setups w ith  
recom m ended channel m odels are m atched to  th e  assum ption related to  th e  theoretical 
analysis, i.e., the  channel w ith in  a  chunk is non-obviously selective.
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C entre frequency 
(GHz)
5.0 (Downlink) 
/4 .2  (Uplink)
F F T  B andw idth  
(MHz)
20
T otal num ber of sub carriers 
(F F T  size)
512
N um ber of subcarriers in use 416
Subcarrier spacing
( A /)
16.25 M Hz/416 
=  39062.5 Hz
Symbol length 
(excluding C P)
25.6 us
G uard  interval (CP) 3.2 us
Total sym bol duration 28.8 us
Used subcarriers [-208:208]
C hunk size 
(subcarriers x symbols)
8 x  12
Table B .l: W IN N ER  system s param eters (FD D  m odus).
Appendix
Proof of Lemma. 1
We first use (3.14) to  com pute th e  following result
K - 1 K - 1 K - 1
E  K,!+1|2 = E  [1 -  E
fe=0 fc=0 s= 0
K - 1
E 4 ~ _ r — „ r — i27rAfc_Sl , N
s P {  M  ^  M ---} ( ^
s - —0
+ E  E  ^  •
d~  0 s=0
where Ad is the  d -th  en try  of g J ^ D  (pn), and A k- S =  k — s, A s_d =  s — d w ith  
A k_s,A s_d G [—IT +  1, K  — 1]. W hen AT/M is sufficiently sm all (e.g., ^  (\/2)/(207r), 
which is based on the  assum ption  th a t  (faff-)2 / 2  <  0.01), we can use Taylor series to  
obtain
j27rAfc_s - j2 7 rA fe_ s J27rAs_ d
eXP{— m — } «  exP { m  } ~  exP{— — } =  G (C.2)
and |£| ~  Jt(£) >  0. A pplying th is  resu lt into (C .l) leads to 
K - 1 K - 1
E  i«m+i!2 “ m) E  k<i2 + i - «(«))• (c.3)
fc=0 &=0
Define a  function as below
*7(0 = Y i“$i2 - Y i“S i2- (°-4)
k=0 fe=0
Using the  result (C.3), we can ob ta in
7](I +  1) =  $t(£)r}(l). (C.5)
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I t  m eans the  sign of r/(l) does no t change w ith  respect to  I. Since th e  condition of 
Lem m a 1 indicates F2f=o aiV (0  <  0> we can conclude th a t  7](l) <  0 for I G [0, L  — 1]. 
Lem m a 1 is therefore proved.
Appendix
Mathematical description of 
Linear-interpolation process function
Define the  vectors b =  [61, 62, -•• , 6p]T standing  for the  p ilo t positions, and a =  
[tti, a2, • • • , &p]T stand ing  for th e  corresponding values 011 th e  pilot positions. T he de­
sired linearly in terpolated  values on th e  positions k  =  [k\, £2, * • * > &/f]T can be obtained 
via the  linear-interpolation process function, which is expressed as
C {a , b} =  G { k } G { b f a ,
where, G {k }  =  [fc1} 1; fc2, 1; • • • ; fcjr, 1], and G { 6} =  [61,1; 62, 1; • • • ; 6p , 1].
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